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iPrologue

As the global war on terrorism enters its eighth year and the conflict in Iraq
approaches its sixth year, servicemen and -women continue to experience
traumatic effects as they are placed in harm’s way. Since fighting began in
Afghanistan in October 2001, and in Iraq in March 2003, more than 4,000

service members have made the ultimate sacrifice and more than 40,000 more have
been wounded. The sacrifices these brave soldiers, sailors, airmen, marines, and coast-
guardsmen have made will leave them dealing with a lifetime of both visible and in-
visible wounds. It is for these men and women and the millions who came before
them that we set out each year to assess the health of the one federal department
whose sole task it is to care for them and their families.

The Independent Budget is based on a systematic methodology that takes into ac-
count changes in the size and age of the veteran population, cost-of-living adjust-
ments, federal employee staffing, wages, medical care inflation, construction needs,
the aging health-care infrastructure, trends in health-care utilization, benefit needs, ef-
ficient and effective means of benefits delivery, and estimates of the number of vet-
erans and their spouses who will be laid to rest in our nation’s cemeteries.

As it becomes more and more likely that the global war on terrorism will be long, with
dangers from unexpected directions and enemies who are creative and flexible in
planning and executing attacks on our citizens and on our friends, our nation must
continue to provide for those who serve in our defense. Additionally, we must be cog-
nizant of the current fiscal realities in a time of turbulent and rapidly fluctuating eco-
nomic conditions that may compel veterans of past service to seek health care and
benefits from the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA).

With this reality ever present in our minds, we must do everything we can to ensure that
VA has all the tools it needs to meet the challenges of today and the problems of tomor-
row. Our sons, daughters, brothers, sisters, husbands, and wives who serve in the dark-
est corners of the world, keeping the forces of anarchy, hatred, and intolerance at bay, need
to know that they will come home to a nation that respects and honors them for their serv-
ice, while also providing them with the best medical care to make them whole, the best
vocational rehabilitation to help them overcome employment challenges created by injury,
and the best claims processing system to deliver education, compensation, and survivors’
benefits in a minimum amount of time with the greatest accuracy to those most harmed
by their service to our nation.

(Continued)

Prologue
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We are proud that The Independent Budget has gained the respect that it has over its 23-year history.
The coauthors of this important document—AMVETS, Disabled American Veterans, Paralyzed Veter-
ans of America, and the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States—work hard each year to ensure
that The Independent Budget is the voice of responsible advocacy and that our recommendations are
based on facts, rigorous analysis, and sound reasoning.

We hope that each reader approaches this document with an open mind and a clear understanding that
America’s veterans should not be treated as the refuse of war, but rather as the proud warriors they are.

Prologue

James B. King David W. Gorman
National Executive Director Executive Director
AMVETS Disabled American Veterans

Homer S. Townsend, Jr. Robert E. Wallace
Executive Director Executive Director
Paralyzed Veterans of America Veterans of Foreign Wars

of the United States
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Guiding Principles
� Veterans must not have to wait for benefits to which they are entitled.

� Veterans must be ensured access to high-quality medical care.

� Veterans must be guaranteed timely access to the full continuum of health-care
services, including long-term care.

� Veterans must be assured burial in state or national cemeteries in every state.

� Specialized care must remain the focus of the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA).

� VA’s mission to support the military medical system in time of war or national
emergency is essential to the nation’s security.

� VA’s mission to conduct medical and prosthetic research in areas of veterans’
special needs is critical to the integrity of the veterans’ health-care system and to
the advancement of American medicine.

� VA’s mission to support health professional education is vital to the health of all
Americans.
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Dedication

The veterans service organizations that collectively author The Independent Budget wish to
acknowledge and express our deep appreciation to Mr. Richard Fuller for his guidance and
many contributions to this document over the years. Richard, who worked for Paralyzed Vet-
erans of America for almost 20 years, died in February 2008 after a prolonged illness.

A tireless advocate for veterans, Richard dedicated himself to ensuring that all men and women who
have served in the uniform of this nation have access to the highest quality health care and receive
the benefits to which they are entitled. For many years as the lead author of the Medical Care sec-
tion of The Independent Budget, Richard worked to ensure the document reflected the highest de-
gree of professionalism, technical expertise, and compassion.

Richard embodied the true meaning of “citizen soldier.” A graduate of Duke University; a veteran of
the United States Air Force with service in Vietnam, Thailand, and Okinawa as a Vietnamese linguist;
and as an advocate for his fellow service members his entire professional life, he set a standard for
excellence and dedication that will remain at the heart of The Independent Budget.

James B. King David W. Gorman
National Executive Director Executive Director
AMVETS Disabled American Veterans

Homer S. Townsend, Jr. Robert E. Wallace
Executive Director Executive Director
Paralyzed Veterans of America Veterans of Foreign Wars

of the United States
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1Summary of Recommendations

Summaryof
Recommendations

O
nce again, the four veterans service organizations who coauthor The Independent Budget
(IB)—AMVETS, Disabled American Veterans, Paralyzed Veterans of America, and the
Veterans of Foreign Wars—offer budget and program recommendations for the Depart-
ment of Veterans Affairs (VA) based upon our unique expertise and experience concern-

ing the resources that will be necessary to meet the needs ofAmerica’s veterans in fiscal year (FY) 2010.
In fact, this FY 2010 issue of the IB represents the 23rd consecutive year that this partnership of vet-
erans service organizations has joined together to produce a comprehensive budget document that
highlights the needs of elderly veterans and those of the younger men and women who join their ranks
each year as they return from the conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq.

Thousands more men and women who have sacrificed themselves in the global war on terrorism are
returning home. These brave men and women are relying on VA health-care and benefits systems to
help rebuild their lives and become productive members of society. Currently, according to informa-
tion released by the Department of Veterans Affairs on October 29, 2008, America’s current veteran
population is projected to be 23,442,000, which includes 1,802,000 females. Of the 23,442,000, 7.8 mil-
lion veterans are enrolled in the VAhealth-care system.According to VAdata, 5.5 million veterans are
identified as unique individual patients who actually received care in VA facilities in 2007. Also, 2.95
million veterans receive disability compensation for injuries they received while on active duty. In ad-
dition, 333,196 spouses of deceased veterans rely on VA’s dependency and indemnity compensation
for the costs of everyday life.

The Veterans Health Administration, similar to private sector health-care providers and other federal
health-care programs, including Medicare, Medicaid, and TRICARE, is facing growing demand for
services, as the country ages and medical treatment and administrative costs spiral upward. In addition
to increasing medical operational costs, almost 40 percent of America’s veterans are 65 years of age
or older. This group of elderly veterans has an increased demand for VA health and long-term-care
services.Additionally, the influx of new, and often severely disabled, veterans entering the VAsystem
brings new demands for care. These age-related, economic, and new patient factors make accurate re-
source forecasting difficult but more important each year.

Year after year, the coauthors of The Independent Budget review VAworkload information and med-
ical and administrative cost data and then call upon Congress to provide funding necessary to meet the
health-care needs of veterans and to do so in a timely manner. Unfortunately, Congress has historically
been unable to complete theVAappropriation process prior to the beginning of the new fiscal year. The
IB offers reasonable solutions to this serious budget-timing problem—through either a mandatory or
an advance appropriation process. The IB’s goal is to secure sufficient, timely, and predictable fund-
ing that allows VA to conduct effective planning and provide quality services.

With regard to veterans’ benefits, the IB recommends that VA fast-track real steps that will help ame-
liorate nagging barriers to claims processing. Continuing studies to find solutions must be replaced by
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real action plans that produce positive results. These action steps must be implemented before VA’s claims system becomes
further mired in its own red tape and ultimately collapses under its own weight. Veterans and their families deserve prompt
decisions regarding the benefits for which they have shed their blood. These benefits are part of a covenant between our na-
tion and the men and women who have defended it. Veterans have fulfilled their part of the covenant; now VAmust avoid
further delay and move forward to meet its obligations in a timely manner.

The Independent Budget for Fiscal Year 2010 provides recommendations for consideration by our nation’s decision makers
that are based on rigorous and rational methodology designed to support the Congressionally authorized VA programs that
serve our nation’s veterans. The Independent Budget veterans service organizations are proud that more than 60 veteran, mil-
itary, medical service, and disability organizations have signed on in support of this IB. Our primary purpose is to inform and
encourage the United States government to provide the necessary resources to care for the men and women who have an-
swered the call of our country and taken up arms to protect and defend our way of life.

FY 2009 Appropriation FY 2010 IB

Veterans Health Administration

Medical Services 30,969,903 36,572,421

Medical Support and Compliance 4,450,000 4,584,964

Medical Facilities 5,029,000 5,402,015

Subtotal Medical Care, Discretionary 40,448,903 46,559,400

Medical Care Collections 2,544,000

Total, Medical Care Budget Authority (including Medical Collections) 42,992,903 46,559,400

Medical and Prosthetic Research 510,000 575,000

Total, Veterans Health Administration 40,958,903 47,134,400

General Operating Expenses

Veterans Benefits Administration 1,466,095 1,629,230

General Administration 335,772 353,552

Total, General Operating Expenses 1,801,867 1,982,782

Departmental Admin and Misc. Programs

Information Technology 2,489,391 2,713,058

National Cemetery Administration 230,000 291,500

Office of Inspector General 87,818 90,719

Total, Dept. Admin. and Misc. Programs 2,807,209 3,095,277

Construction Programs

Construction, Major 923,382 1,123,000

Construction, Minor 741,534 827,000

Grants for State Extended-Care Facilities 175,000 250,000

Grants for Construction of State Veterans Cemeteries 42,000 52,000

Total, Construction Programs 1,881,916 2,252,000

Other Discretionary 158,926 163,217

Total, Discretionary Budget Authority (Including Medical Collections) 50,152,821 54,627,676

Cost for Priority Group 8 Veterans Denied Enrollment 375,000* 544,200**

*The FY 2009 Appropriations Bill provided $375 million to expand enrollment for Priority Group 8 veterans by 10 percent.

**Cost for Priority Group 8 veterans based on known total cumulative number denied enrollment since 2003 (approximately 565,000 veterans) and a utilization rate of approximately 25 percent.

VA Accounts FY 2010 (Dollars in Thousands)
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Critical Issues

With the end of the 110th Congress, it is impor-
tant to review and assess its efforts to provide

sufficient, timely, and predictable funding for the De-
partment of Veterans Affairs, particularly the health-
care system. The actions of Congress reflect the highest
highs and the lowest lows of the current funding
process. Although the new leadership in Congress ele-
vated veterans’ issues to the top of the priority list,
Congress still faced a significant struggle to get its ap-
propriations work done on time. Political wrangling
continued to deadlock the federal budget process, and,
in turn, complicate funding for veterans’ health care.

Despite recent historic funding increases, today’s VA
health-care budget process itself has basically paralyzed
VA officials from more properly managing, planning,
and operating the VA system. Not knowing when or
what level of funding it would receive from year-to-
year, or how Congress would deal with policy propos-
als directly affecting the budget, severely impairs VA’s
ability to recruit and retain staff, contract for services,
procure equipment and supplies, and conduct planning
and administrative matters. Congress can fully solve
this problem only by enacting real reform that results
in sufficiency, predictability, and timeliness of VA
health-care funding.

For more than a decade, the Partnership for Veterans
Health Care Budget Reform (Partnership), made up of
nine veterans service organizations,* has advocated for
reform in the VA health-care budget process. The Part-
nership has worked with both House and Senate vet-
erans’ leaders to craft legislation that would change
VA’s health-care funding process from a discretionary
to a mandatory system. If enacted, such a change

would be intended to guarantee that VA health-care
funding would be sufficient, timely, and predictable.
This would guarantee that funding is available on time
every year, with automatic adjustments to account for
medical inflation and enrollment changes. However,
despite the fact that legislation has been introduced in
recent years to shift VA health-care funding to a
mandatory status, to date Congress has not shown in-
terest in moving this legislation forward.

As a result, the Partnership worked with the Senate and
House Committees on Veterans’ Affairs this year to de-
velop an alternative proposal (S. 3527/H.R. 6939) that
would change VA’s medical care appropriation to an
“advance appropriation,” guaranteeing funding for the
health-care system up to one year in advance of the op-
erating year. In fact, with bipartisan cosponsors, Senate
VA Committee Chairman Daniel Akaka (D-HI) intro-
duced S. 3527 and House VA Committee Chairman
Bob Filner (D-CA) introduced H.R. 6939. Had this pro-
posal already been in effect, Congress would have re-
cently completed the FY 2010 appropriations bill for
VA health care, and the FY 2009 appropriations for VA
health care would already have been approved well in
advance of the start of the fiscal year. This alternative
proposal would ensure that the VA receives its funding
in a timely and predictable manner. Furthermore, it
would provide an option The Independent Budget vet-
erans service organizations (IBVSOs) believe is politi-
cally more viable than mandatory funding, and is
unquestionably better than the current process.

Moreover, to ensure sufficiency, our advance appro-
priations proposal would require that VA’s internal
budget actuarial model be shared publicly with Con-

CRITICAL ISSUE 1
SUFFICIENT, TIMELY, AND PREDICTABLE FUNDING FOR VA HEALTH CARE

The Department of Veterans Affairs must receive sufficient funding for veterans
health care, and Congress must reform the funding process to ensure

sufficient, predictable, and timely VA health-care funding.

Key Recommendations 3

Key Independent Budget
Recommendations
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Critical Issues

gress to reflect the accuracy of its estimates for VA
health-care funding, as determined by the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) audit, before political
considerations take over the process. This feature
would add transparency and integrity to the VA health-
care budget process.

Although members of both committees appear to have
serious questions about how best to address the recur-
ring funding problems for VA’s health-care system, it
is clear that the current process must be reformed in a
manner that meets three key tests: sufficiency, timeli-
ness, and predictability. Most important, as long as
VA’s health-care system remains part of the current an-
nual discretionary funding process, it will remain vul-
nerable to unrelated budget and partisan politics that
threaten the quality of care for veterans.

As in years past, the FY 2008 appropriations process
was not a seamless or efficient process. The IBVSOs
were very disappointed when, for the 14th time in the
past 15 years, VA did not receive its appropriation
prior to the start of the new fiscal year on October 1.
Although the appropriations bill was eventually en-
acted, it included budgetary gimmicks that The Inde-
pendent Budget (IB) has long opposed. The maximum
appropriation available to VA would match or exceed
the IB’s recommendations; however, the vast majority
of this increase was contingent upon the Administra-
tion making an emergency funding request for the ad-
ditional money Congress approved. Fortunately, the
Administration recognized the importance of this crit-
ical funding and triggered its release to VA. This emer-
gency request provided VA with $3.7 billion more than
the Administration had sought for VA in FY 2008.

The process leading up to FY 2009 was equally chal-
lenging. For the second year in a row, VA received his-
toric funding levels that matched, and in some cases
exceeded, the recommendations of the IB.Moreover, for
only the second time in the past 21 years, VA received its
budget prior to the start of the new fiscal year on Octo-
ber 1. However, this funding was provided through a
combination continuing resolution/omnibus appropria-
tions act. The underlying military construction and Vet-
erans Affairs appropriations bill for FY 2009 was not
actually completed by Congress in the regular order.
While the House passed the bill in the summer, the Sen-
ate never brought its bill up for a floor vote. This fact
serves as a continuing reminder that, despite excellent
funding levels provided over the past two years, the
larger appropriations process is completely broken.

Although significant strides have been made to increase
the level of VA health-care funding during the past sev-
eral years, the inability of Congress and the Adminis-
tration to agree upon and enact veterans’ health-care
appropriations legislation on time continues to ham-
per and threaten VA health care. When VA does not
receive its funding in a timely manner, it is forced to
ration health care. Much-needed medical staff cannot
be hired, medical equipment cannot be procured, wait-
ing times for veterans increase, and the quality of care
suffers. Equally disturbing are reports that VA, fol-
lowing the close of FY 2008 is retaining as much as
$800 million because VA was unable to spend it in
time, despite the fact that thousands of veterans are
waiting or unable to receive care.

Only through a comprehensive reform of the budget
and appropriations process, such as advance appro-
priations, will Congress be able to ensure the long-term
viability and quality of VA’s health-care system. A re-
view of the past two budget cycles makes it evident that
even when there is strong support for providing suffi-
cient funding for veterans medical care programs, the
systemic flaws in the budget and appropriations
process continue to hamper access to and threaten the
quality of VA’s health-care system.

On February 4, 2008, the President’s budget submission
for the Department of Veterans Affairs for FY 2009 was
released, which included a total funding request of $41.2
billion for VA medical care, an increase of $2.1 billion
over the FY 2008 funding level. This request included
$38.7 billion in discretionary funding and $2.5 billion in
medical care collections.

The Independent Budget for Fiscal Year 2009 recom-
mended approximately $42.8 billion in total funding for
medical care—an increase of $3.7 billion over the FY
2008 approved funding level and approximately $1.6
billion over the Administration’s request. This funding
recommendation would allow VA to reduce waiting
times for medical services and keep up with the increas-
ing demands placed on the system by returning and tran-
sitioning veterans.

In the end, Congress provided approximately $43 bil-
lion for total medical spending in VA. This included
$40.5 billion in discretionary budget authority and an
additional $2.5 billion in medical care collections.
While the IBVSOs have long opposed the use of collec-
tions in establishing the operating budget of VA, we rec-
ognize that a significant amount of funding is available

Independent Budget • Fiscal Year 20104
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to VA each year from these collections. However, we
would urge Congress to review the actual collections
rates that VA achieves each year if it continues to use
collections to increase the its operating budget. Our
own analysis suggests that VA has only collected about
79 percent of its estimated collections rates dating back
to FY 2004. This would suggest that VA will likely col-
lect only approximately $2 billion for FY 2009, even
though it will credit its estimate of $2.5 billion to off-
set budgetary needs.

The IBVSOs contend that despite the recent increases
in VA health-care funding VA does not have the re-
sources necessary to remove the prohibition on enroll-
ment of priority group 8 veterans, who have been
blocked from enrolling in VA since January 17, 2003.
In response to this continuing policy, the Congress in-
cluded additional funding to begin opening the VA
health-care system to some priority group 8 veterans.
In fact, the final approved FY 2009 appropriations bill
includes approximately $375 million to increase en-
rollment of priority group 8 veterans by 10 percent.
This will allow the lowest income and uninsured pri-
ority group 8 veterans to begin accessing VA health
care. The Independent Budget provided a cost estimate
for the total cost to reopen VA’s health-care system to
all priority group 8 veterans. We estimated that such a
policy change would cost approximately $1.4 billion
in the first year, assuming that about 375,000 such vet-
erans would enroll in and use the system. This cost es-
timate is a total cost that does not reflect the impact of
medical care collections. We believe that it is time for
VA and Congress to develop a workable solution to
allow all eligible priority group 8 veterans to begin en-
rolling in the system.

In its FY 2009 VA budget submission, the Administra-
tion once again included policy proposals to increase
prescription drug copayments from $8 to $15 for a 30-
day supply and add an enrollment fee for priority group
8 veterans that earn $50,000 or more annually that
would range from $250 to $750. VA estimated that
these proposals would generate $2.3 billion in receipts

to the Treasury over five years; however, there would
have been no guarantee that the funds would be used to
improve or expand the delivery of health-care services
to veterans. The Independent Budget opposes propos-
als requiring veterans to pay more for their own care,
particularly when such revenues may not even be used
for veterans’ health care. As it had done numerous times
in previous years, Congress roundly rejected these pro-
posals this year.

Recommendations:

Congress should reform VA’s Medical Care appropria-
tion to give it an advance appropriation status, to pro-
vide funding for veterans’ health care one year or more
in advance of the operating year. This would ensure
funding becomes timely and predictable, without con-
verting it to mandatory status or requiring it to meet
Congressional PAYGO (pay-as-you-go) rules for
mandatory accounts.

Congress should require VA’s internal budget model to
be shared publicly to provide accurate estimates for VA
health-care funding, with the information audited by
the Government Accountability Office.

The Administration and Congress must provide suffi-
cient funding for VA health care to ensure that all eli-
gible veterans are able to receive VA medical services
without undue delays or restrictions. When VA has cal-
culated the cost to reopen the system to all veterans, it
should receive full funding to accommodate priority
group 8 veterans who choose to use the VA system for
their health-care needs.

*The Partnership for Veterans Health Care Budget Re-
form is made up of The American Legion, AMVETS,
Blinded Veterans Association, Disabled American Vet-
erans, Jewish War Veterans of the USA, Military Order
of the Purple Hart of the U.S.A., Inc., Paralyzed Vet-
erans of America, Veterans of Foreign Wars of the
United States, and Vietnam Veterans of America.

Critical Issues

Key Recommendations 5
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Critical Issues

Since October 2001, approximately 1.7 million mil-
itary service members have deployed to Afghanistan

and Iraq in Operations Enduring and Iraqi Freedom
(OEF/OIF). Because many service members participate
in multiple deployments, they are subjected to a num-
ber of serious threats, including mortar attacks, suicide
bombs, and exposure to repeated blasts from impro-
vised explosive devices (IEDs). Current studies indicate
that multiple exposures to IED blasts and the stress of
these deployments in general are exacting a toll on the
fighting force resulting in a variety of seemingly “invis-
ible” wounds, including post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), major depression, and cognitive impairments
due to milder forms of traumatic brain injury. Military
medicine has advanced to unprecedented levels of ex-
cellence that have resulted in a 90 percent survival rate
among wounded veterans. However, within the DOD
and VA health-care systems, gaps remain in the recog-
nition, diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation of these
less-visible injuries.

The DOD and VA share a unique obligation to meet the
health-care and rehabilitative needs of veterans who
have been wounded during military service or who may
be suffering from postdeployment readjustment prob-
lems as a result of combat exposure. Without question,
both agencies have done an extraordinary job in treating
those who have suffered the most grievous polytrau-
matic injuries. But these deployments are also causing
heavy casualties in what are considered the invisible
wounds of war—PTSD, depression, substance-use dis-
orders, family disruptions and distress, and a number of
other social and emotional consequences for those who
have served. The DOD, VA, and Congress must remain
vigilant to ensure that federal programs aimed at meet-
ing the extraordinary needs of the newest generation of
combat veterans are sufficiently funded and adapted to
meet them, while continuing to address the chronic
health maintenance needs of older veterans who served
and were injured in earlier military conflicts. Congress
must also remain apprised of how VA spends the signif-
icant new funds that have been provided and earmarked
specifically for the purpose of meeting postdeployment
mental health and physical rehabilitation needs.

The Independent Budget veterans service organizations
(IBVSOs) are grateful that VA has adopted the principles
of the President’s New Freedom Commission onMental
Health. The commission’s ultimate goal is the eradica-
tion of the stigma that surroundsmental health challenges
and the opportunity for full recovery for people facing
those challenges. The commission’s framework for
achieving this important goal should be the guiding bea-
con for VAmental health planning, programming, budg-
eting, and clinical care for veterans of OEF/OIF service
and of all military service periods. Optimal recovery is
also the goal for those with severe physical injuries.

The RAND Corporation Center for Military Health
Policy Research recently completed a comprehensive
study titled Invisible Wounds of War: Psychological
and Cognitive Injuries, Their Consequences, and Serv-
ices to Assist Recovery. RAND found that the effects of
TBI are still poorly understood, leaving a gap in knowl-
edge related to how extensive the problem is or how
to handle it. The study evaluated the prevalence of
mental health and cognitive problems of OEF/OIF serv-
ice members; the existing programs and services avail-
able to meet the health-care needs of this population;
the gaps that exist in these programs and what steps
need to be taken to improve these services; and the
costs of treating or not treating these conditions.

The study found that rates of PTSD, major depression,
and probable TBI are relatively high when compared to
the U.S. civilian population. RAND estimated that ap-
proximately 300,000, of the 1.64 million OEF/OIF serv-
ice members who had been deployed as of October 2007,
suffer from PTSD or major depression, and that about
320,000 individuals experienced a probable TBI during
deployment. Additionally, about one-third of those pre-
viously deployed have at least one of those three condi-
tions, and about 5 percent report symptoms of all three.

According to RAND, 57 percent of those reporting a
probable TBI had not been evaluated by a physician for
brain injury. About 53 percent of those who met the cri-
teria for PTSD ormajor depression had sought help from
a physician or mental health provider in the past year. It

Independent Budget • Fiscal Year 20106

CRITICAL ISSUE 2
THE CHALLENGE OF CARING FOR OUR NEWEST WAR VETERANS

The Departments of Defense and Veterans Affairs face unprecedented challenges in meeting
the needs of a new generation of war veterans and their families, including those who

suffer from post-combat deployment readjustment challenges and who reveal
cognitive impairments as a result of traumatic brain injury (TBI).
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was noted, however, that even when individuals sought
care, too few received quality care—with only half hav-
ing received what was considered minimally adequate
treatment. A number of barriers to care were identified
by survey participants as reasons for not getting treat-
ment. RAND concluded that there is a need for increased
access to confidential, evidenced-based psychotherapy
and that the prevalence of PTSD and major depression
will likely remain high unless efforts are made to enhance
systems of care for these conditions.

Finally, the study evaluated the costs of these mental
health and cognitive conditions to the individual and
society. Suffering from these conditions can impair re-
lationships, disrupt marriages, affect parenting, and
cause problems in children of veterans. RAND deter-
mined the estimated financial costs associated with
mental health and cognitive conditions related to
OEF/OIF service would be substantial ($4 billion to
$6 billion over a two-year period for PTSD and major
depression, and $591 million to $910 million for TBI
within the first year of diagnosis).

Military service personnel who sustain catastrophic phys-
ical injuries and suffer severe TBI are easily recognized,
and the treatment regimen is well established. However,
DOD and VA experts note that TBI can also be caused
without any apparent physical injuries if a person is in the
vicinity of these powerful detonations. Symptoms can in-
clude chronic headache, irritability, behavioral disinhibi-
tion, sleep disorders, confusion, memory problems,
depression, and other behavioral conditions.

Emerging literature (including the RAND study)
strongly suggests that even mildly injured TBI patients
may have long-term mental and physical health conse-
quences. According to DOD and VA mental health ex-
perts, mild TBI can produce behavioral manifestations
that mimic PTSD or other mental health conditions.
Additionally, TBI and PTSD can be coexisting condi-
tions in one individual. Much is still unknown about
the long-term impact of these injuries and the best
treatment models to address mild-to-moderate TBI.
The IBVSOs believe VA should conduct more research
into the long-term consequences of brain injury and
development of best practices in its treatment; how-
ever, we suggest that any studies undertaken include
veterans of past military conflicts who may have suf-
fered similar injuries that thus far have gone unde-
tected, undiagnosed or misdiagnosed, and untreated.
The medical and social histories of previous genera-
tions of veterans could be of enormous value to VA re-

searchers interested in the likely long-term progression
of brain injuries. Likewise, such knowledge of historic
experience could help both DOD and VA better un-
derstand the policies needed to improve screening, di-
agnosis, and treatment of mild-to-moderate TBI in
combat veterans of the future.

The VA’s Office of the Inspector General (OIG) issued
an initial report on July 12, 2006, titled Health Status
of and Services for Operation Enduring Freedom/Op-
eration Iraqi Freedom Veterans after Traumatic Brain
Injury Rehabilitation. The report found that better co-
ordination of care between DOD and VA health-care
services was needed to enable veterans to make a
smooth transition. The OIG Office of Health Care In-
spections conducted follow-on interviews to determine
changes since the initial interviews conducted in 2006.
The OIG concluded that three years after completion
of initial inpatient rehabilitation many veterans with
TBI continue to have significant disabilities, and al-
though case management has improved, it is not uni-
formly provided to these patients.

Although the DOD and VA have initiated new pro-
grams and services to address the needs of TBI patients,
and progress is being made, gaps in services are still
troubling. The authors of The Independent Budget re-
main concerned about whether VA has fully addressed
the long-term emotional and behavioral problems that
are often associated with TBI, and the devastating im-
pact on both veterans and their families.

While a miraculous number of our veterans are sur-
viving what surely would have been fatal wounds in
earlier periods of warfare, most now survive, but some
are grievously disabled and require a variety of inten-
sive and even unprecedented medical, prosthetic, psy-
chosocial, and personal supports. Eventually most of
these veterans will be able to return to their families, at
least on a part-time basis, or be moved to an appro-
priate therapeutic residential setting—but with the ex-
pectation that family members will serve as lifelong
caregivers and personal attendants to help them sub-
stitute for the dramatic loss of physical, mental, and
emotional capacities as a consequence of their injuries.
Immediate families of newly and severely injured vet-
erans face daunting challenges while serving in this
unique role. They must simultaneously cope with the
complex physical and emotional problems of the se-
verely injured veteran, deal with the complexities of
the systems of care that these veterans must rely on, all
while struggling with disruption of their family life, in-

Key Recommendations 7
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terruptions of personal goals and employment, and
often the dissolution of other “normal” support sys-
tems most people take for granted.

The IBVSOs believe that a strong case management sys-
tem is necessary to ensure a smooth and transparent
handoff of severely injured and ill veterans and their
family caregivers from DOD to VA programs of care.
This case management system should be held account-
able to ensure uninterrupted support as these veterans
and family caregivers return home and attempt to
rebuild their lives. A severely injured veteran’s spouse is
likely to be young, have dependent children, and reside
in a rural area where access to support services of any
kind can be limited. Spouses must often give up their
personal plans (resign from employment, withdraw
from school, etc.) to care for, attend, and advocate for
the veteran. They often fall victim to bureaucratic
mishaps in the shifting responsibility for conflicting
government pay and compensation systems (military
pay, military disability pay, military retirement pay, VA
compensation) that they must rely upon for subsistence
in absence of other personal means. For many younger,
unmarried veterans who survive their injuries, their pri-
mary caregivers remain their parents, who have limited
eligibility for military assistance and have virtually no
current eligibility for VA benefits or services of any
kind.

The DOD and VA health-care systems have limited au-
thorization and lack the capacity to provide mental
health and relationship counseling services to family
members—an important component of the rehabilita-
tion process for veterans and their families. However,
the IBVSOs have been informed by a few local VA of-
ficials that they are providing a significant amount of
training, instruction, counseling, and other services to
spouses and parents of severely injured veterans who
are already attending these veterans during their hos-
pitalizations at VA facilities. These officials are con-
cerned about the possible absence of legal authority to
provide these services, and that scarce resources are
being diverted to these needs without recognition of
their cost within VA’s resource allocation system. Thus,
medical centers devoting resources to family caregiver
support are penalizing themselves in doing so, but they
clearly have recognized the urgency and validity of this
need.

The Independent Budget veterans service organizations
believe Congress should authorize, and VA should pro-
vide, a full range of psychological counseling and social

support services as an earned benefit to family caregivers
of severely injured and ill veterans. At a minimum this
benefit should include relationship and marriage coun-
seling, family counseling, and related assistance for the
family coping with the stress and continuous burden of
caring for a severely injured and permanently disabled
veteran. Also, we believe VA should establish a new na-
tional program to make periodic respite services avail-
able to all severely injured veterans.

Another issue having an impact on service members, vet-
erans, and their families is substance-use disorder. There
are multiple consistent indications from both the DOD
and VA that the misuse of alcohol and other substances
will continue to be a significant problem for many
OEF/OIF service members and veterans. An untreated
substance-use disorder can result in a number of health
consequences for the veteran and family, including a
marked increase in health-care expenditures, additional
stresses on families, social costs from loss of employment
and additional, avoidable costs to the legal system. We
urge VA and the DOD to continue research into this crit-
ical area and to identify the best treatment strategies to
address substance abuse and other mental health and
readjustment issues collectively.

Over the past decade VA drastically reduced its substance-
use treatment and related rehabilitation services; however,
it now appears some progress is being made in restoring
them in the face of increased demand from veterans re-
turning from OEF/OIF. We urge VA to closely monitor
the implementation phase of its newly approved Uniform
Mental Health Services policy to ensure a full continuum
of care for substance-use disorders and include additional
screening in all its health-care facilities and programs—
and especially in primary care. Congress must provide
continued oversight to ensure these specialized programs
are fully restored, readily accessible, and focused onmeet-
ing the unique needs of this population.

The IBVSOs are pleased that VA has developed a com-
prehensive strategy to address suicides and suicidal be-
havior in the veteran population, but we encourage
Congress to provide oversight to ensure proper focus
and attention are paid to this issue. It is clear that with-
out proper screening, diagnosis, and treatment, post-
deployment mental health problems can lead distressed
individuals to attempt to take their own lives. Ready ac-
cess to robust mental health and substance abuse treat-
ment programs, which must include screening and early
intervention, are critical components of any effective sui-
cide prevention effort.
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VA operates a network of more than 190 specialized
PTSD outpatient treatment programs throughout its sys-
tem of care, including specialized PTSD clinical teams
and/or a PTSD specialist at each VA medical center. Ad-
ditionally, Vet Centers, which provide readjustment coun-
seling in 232 community-based centers, have reported
rapidly growing enrollments in their programs. Although
VA has announced plans to increase the number of Vet
Centers, the IBVSOs believe that currently operating Vet
Centers must also bolster their staffing to ensure that all
of them canmeet the expanding caseload—including not
only traditional counseling but outreach, bereavement
counseling for families of active duty service personnel
killed in action in Iraq and Afghanistan, and counseling
for victims of military sexual trauma.

The number of women now serving in our military forces
is unprecedented in U.S. history. Today, women are play-
ing extraordinary roles in the conflicts in Afghanistan
and Iraq. They serve as combat pilots and crew, heavy
equipment operators, convoy truck drivers, and military
police officers and serve in other military occupational
specialties that expose them to the risk of injury and
death. To date, more than 100 women have been killed
in action in these conflicts, and women have suffered
grievous injuries, including multiple amputations. The
current rate of enrollment of women in VA health care
constitutes the most dramatic growth of any subset of
veterans. According to VA, since 2002, 41 percent of
women who deployed in OEF/OIF and have since been
discharged from military service have enrolled in VA
health care.

Because of the expanded roles of women in the military
and their broadened exposure to combat, as well as the
potential for them to carry the dual burden of combat
experience and sexual assault, and given the sheer num-
bers of women enrolling in VA health care, we encourage
VA to continue to address, through its growing treatment
programs and expanded research initiatives, the unique
health-care needs of women veterans.

Recommendations:

The DOD and VA must invest in research for individu-
als who suffer from post deployment mental health chal-
lenges and traumatic brain injury, to close information
gaps and planmore effectively. Both agencies should con-
duct more research into the consequences of traumatic
brain injury and develop best practices in its screening, di-
agnosis, and treatment.

VA should work more effectively with the DOD to es-
tablish a seamless transition of early intervention serv-
ices to obtain effective treatments for war-related
mental health problems, including substance-use dis-
orders, in returning service members.

Congress should formally authorize, and VA should
provide, a full range of psychological and social sup-
port services, including strong, effective case manage-
ment, as an earned benefit to family caregivers of
veterans with service-connected injuries or illnesses, es-
pecially for brain-injured veterans.

The VA system must continue to improve access to spe-
cialized services for veterans with mental illness, post-
traumatic stress disorder, and substance-use disorders
commensurate with their prevalence and must ensure
that recovery from mental illness, with all its positive
benefits, becomes VA’s guiding beacon.

VA should initiate surveys and other research to assess
the variety of barriers to VA care for Operations En-
during and Iraqi Freedom veterans, with special em-
phasis on reservists and guardsmen returning to
veteran status after combat deployments, rural and re-
mote veterans, and female veterans. These surveys
should assess barriers among all veterans of Operations
Enduring and Iraqi Freedom—not only the subset who
actually enroll or otherwise contact VA for health care
or other services.

The DOD and VA must increase the number of
providers who are trained and certified to deliver evi-
denced-based care for post-combat PTSD and major
depression.

The DOD and VA should amend current policies to en-
courage service members and veterans to seek the care
they need without fear of stigma.

VA should promote and expand programs for the care
and treatment of the unique needs of women veterans
with a focus on new women veterans who have served
in Iraq and Afghanistan.

The President and Congress should sufficiently fund
DOD and VA health-care systems to ensure these sys-
tems adapt to meet the unique needs of the newest gen-
eration of combat service personnel and veterans, as
well as continue to address the needs of previous gen-
erations of veterans with PTSD and other combat-re-
lated mental health challenges.

Critical Issues
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With the completion of the Capital Asset Realign-
ment for Enhanced Services (CARES) process,

VA had a clear blueprint for the future—a comprehen-
sive listing of necessary projects, including renovations
and new construction that would bring VA infrastruc-
ture into the 21st century. So far, VA has completed 5 of
those projects, with another 27 under construction.

Despite this progress, challenges remain. These projects,
as well as the CARES-identified projects in the planning
stage, still require at least $2.2 billion in future funding.
At a March 24, 2008, briefing to several veterans serv-
ice organizations, VA officials explained that between
FY 2003 and FY 2009, the difference in the Depart-
ment’s capital needs and what Congress had appropri-
ated was a shortage of nearly $5 billion. Further, VA
estimated that its future capital needs would be ap-
proximately $2 billion per year over the next five years.

Given this fundamental mismatch between VA’s infra-
structure demands and funding, VA has begun study-
ing the feasibility of establishing the Health Care
Center Facilities (HCCF) program. In its HCCF study
of replacing facility construction with leasing, VA may
be signaling a push to circumvent the traditional con-
struction process. VA’s FY 2008 Asset Management
Plan describes the HCCF studies as a “means of im-
proving both the access and environment of care for its
veterans. These studies will assist in determining
whether VA should lease space in lieu of seeking con-
struction funding to address the current and future
health-care needs of veterans.”

From a list of 75 potential projects, VA has narrowed
down the number of sites that it would consider for
this program to 22, and the FY 2008 Asset Manage-
ment Plan explains that VA expects to have the site
analysis finished during FY 2009, allowing the de-
partment to move forward on a pilot program shortly
after that point. VA claims it retains the authority to
conduct this program within the context of its existing
leasing authority, and without specific authorization
by Congress to initiate the program.

On the face of it, having VA lease space is not neces-
sarily a bad idea. It has the advantage of being able to
be done quickly, especially when compared to the
drawn-out major construction process. It also allows
VA flexibility, and it has been particularly valuable in
establishing community-based outpatient clinics
(CBOCs) and Vet Centers.

The IBVSOs’ concern with the HCCF model is that it
amounts to leasing in lieu of VA providing essential in-
patient capacity. The leased VA facility would provide
extensive outpatient services, including primary and
specialty care services. Inpatient services, however,
would be provided by local contract through an agree-
ment with an affiliate or with a community hospital,
privatizing many services we believe VA should con-
tinue to provide.

When combined with the recent trend of VA medical
centers dropping inpatient services, the IBVSOs are be-
coming increasingly concerned. In Salisbury, North
Carolina, the Hefner VAMedical Center is terminating
inpatient, emergency, and surgical services. Michigan’s
Iron Mountain VA Medical Center has stopped per-
forming inpatient surgeries and downgraded the emer-
gency services it provides. There is suggestion that VA
will contract out for some inpatient services at the
Beckley, West Virginia, facility as well. Other still-
unidentified facilities may follow this pattern.

One example of what can go wrong when VA abandons
its inpatient services can be found in Grand Island, Ne-
braska. In 1997, the Grand Island VA Medical Center
closed its inpatient facilities, contracting out with a local
hospital for these services. Recently, the contract be-
tween the local facility, St. Francis Hospital, and VAwas
canceled. Veterans needing VA inpatient services can no
longer receive care locally. They must travel great dis-
tances to other VA facilities, including the Omaha VA
Medical Center. In some cases, when Omaha is unable
to provide the necessary specialized care, VA is flying
patients at its expense to other VA facilities, including
the St. Louis and Minneapolis medical centers.

CRITICAL ISSUE 3
MAINTAIN VA’S CRITICAL MEDICAL FACILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE

The Independent Budget veterans service organizations (IBVSOs) are concerned that the Department
of Veterans Affairs has made attempts to back away from the capital infrastructure blueprint laid out
by the CARES process and that its plans to begin widespread leasing of inpatient services through the

“Health Care Center Facilities” program might not serve the best interests of veterans.
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Critical Issues

Further, with the canceling of that contract, St. Francis no
longer provides the same level of emergency services that
a full VA medical center would provide. With VA’s re-
strictions on paying for emergency services in non-VA fa-
cilities, especially for those who may have some form of
private insurance, this amounts to a cut in essential serv-
ices to veterans. Given the expenses of air travel and
medevac services, the current arrangement in Grand Is-
land has likely not resulted in any cost savings for VA.
Ferrying sick and disabled veterans great distances for in-
patient care also raises patient safety and quality concerns.

The IBVSOs also have increasing concern over the chang-
ing of plans for the Denver VA Medical Center. The ini-
tial plans for the replacement Denver center were part of
the 2004 CARES Commission recommendations. Con-
gress authorized and appropriated funding for the project,
but in April 2008 VA unveiled a revised plan that would
dramatically change the size and scope of the project, tak-
ing it away from the blueprint CARES had laid out. Al-
though VA has not identified it as one of its HCCF
projects, it shares the characteristics of those proposals.
VA’s new proposal would shift its inpatient services to a
shared facility built and maintained by the University of
Colorado. VAwould be responsible for a scaled-back out-
patient clinic at the fringes of the Fitzsimons campus.

One example of the problems with the proposal in Den-
ver pertains to the spinal cord injury/dysfunction (SCI/D)
center. The new proposal inexplicably splits the SCI/D
center into two separate buildings with the outpatient
clinic providing 18 beds and the University’s inpatient
tower providing another 12 beds. These two facilities
are separated by a distance of close to a mile—making
coordination of care between the two locations difficult,
especially given the mobility problems these patients
have and harsh winter weather conditions in the Rocky
Mountains. Worse, the design splits support spaces for
these beds. With separate locations, some VA medical
centers will need to duplicate support services at each
facility, but with half the space VA originally determined
was required. With regard to VA requirements, efficient
staffing for an SCI/D unit dictates a minimum of 30 con-
tiguous beds. If a SCI/D center is to function properly, it
must be colocated with a full-service hospital and an
SCI/D outpatient clinic.

Paralyzed Veterans of America has traditionally had a
strong working relationship with VA in developing these
SCI/D centers, providing guidance and recommendations
to optimize the care provided in a setting that is comfort-
able and efficient for the paralyzed patients VA serves.

With regard to the planned change in the Denver project,
veterans have not had a voice; therefore, VAmay bemak-
ing amajor strategic error in establishing a suboptimal fa-
cility for this critical population of veterans.

We have a number of other questions regarding this
project, many of which would apply to other potential
HCCF projects. Howwould governance be handled, es-
pecially with respect to the large numbers of non-VA em-
ployees who would be treating veterans? How would
the non-VA facility deal with VA directives and rule
changes that govern health-care delivery and that ensure
safety and uniformity of the quality of care? Will VA’s
space-planning criteria and design guides be applied to
non-VA facilities? How will VA’s critical research activ-
ities, most of which improve the lives of all Americans
and not only veterans, be affected if they are being con-
ducted in shared facilities, and not as a traditional part
of VA’s first-class research programs? What would this
change mean for VA’s electronic health record, which
many have rightly lauded as the standard that other
health-care systems should aim to achieve? Without the
electronic health record, how would VA maintain con-
tinuity of care for a veteran whomoves to another area?

The IBVSOs would like to see some justification for the
changes in scope of this project. The CARES study used
comprehensive demographic and health utilization data
to support its recommendations. We would like to know
what other information was used to develop this revised
plan, especially in light of Congress’s recent reautho-
rization of the project and its appropriation of an addi-
tional $20 million in FY 2009. The IBVSOs believe the
Denver project must immediately move forward as ini-
tially envisioned.

CARES provided a sound data-driven assessment of VA’s
infrastructure needs, and VA seems to be backing away
from it toward a model that includes much more priva-
tization of care. The IBVSOs will be watching the
process carefully and insist that VA provide us specific
information and reasons for any changes in plans that
deviate from the CARES blueprint. Also, we believe
Congress should examine VA’s new HCCF plan to de-
termine whether VA retains the legal authority to pro-
ceed without specific Congressional authorization.

Recommendations:

VAmust not move to a wide-scale leasing program that
replaces critical inpatient capacity with contract or fee-
basis care.
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VAmust immediatelymove forwardwith the initial plans
for the Denver VA Medical Center, as The Independent
Budget veterans service organizations believe a revised
blueprint would not serve the needs of veterans, especially
with respect to the split spinal cord injury/dysfunction
clinics.

Congress must carefully examine VA’s Health Care
Center Facilities program and exercise its oversight au-
thority to ensure that VA is caring for veterans in the
best possible way.

CRITICAL ISSUE 4
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN THE CLAIMS PROCESS

In order to make the best use of newly hired personnel resources, Congress must focus
on the claims process from beginning to end. The goal must be to reduce delays
caused by superfluous procedures, poor training, and lack of accountability.

During the past couple of years, the Department of
Veterans Affairs hired a record number of new claims

adjudicators. Unfortunately, as a result of retirements by
senior employees, an increase in disability claims, the com-
plexity of such claims, and the time required for new em-
ployees to become proficient in processing claims, VA has
achieved few noticeable improvements.

The claims’ process is burdensome, extremely complex,
and often misunderstood by veterans and many VA em-
ployees. Numerous studies have been completed on
claims-processing delays and the backlog created by
such delays, yet the delays continue. The following sug-
gestions would simplify the claims process by reducing
delays caused by superfluous procedures, inadequate
training, and little accountability. Other suggestions will
provide sound structure with enforceable rights where
current law promotes subjectivity and abuses rights.

The subjectivity of the claims process results in large
variances in decision making, unnecessary appeals, and
claims overdevelopment. In turn, these problems con-
tribute to the duplicative, procedural chaos of the
claims process. Congress and the Administration
should seek to simplify, strengthen, and provide struc-
ture to the VA claims process.

In order to understand the complex, procedural charac-
teristics of the claims process, and how these character-
istics delay timely adjudication of claims, one must focus
on the procedural characteristics and how they affect the
claims process as a whole. Whether through expansive

judicial orders, repeated mistakes, or variances in VA de-
cision making, some aspects of the claims process have
become complex, loosely structured, and open to the
personal discretion of individual adjudicators. By
strengthening and properly structuring these processes,
Congress can build on what otherwise works.

These changes should begin by providing solid, nondis-
cretionary structure to VA’s “duty to notify.” Congress
meant well when it enacted VA’s current statutory “no-
tice” language. It has nonetheless led to unintended
consequences that have proven detrimental to the
claims process. Many Court of Appeals for Veterans
Claims (Court) decisions have expanded upon VA’s
statutory duty to notify, both in terms of content and
timing. However, with the recent passage of P.L. 110-
389, the “Veterans Benefits Improvement Act of
2008,” Congress, with the Administration’s support,
took an important step to correct this problem. How-
ever, The Independent Budget veterans service organi-
zations (IBVSOs) believe VA can do more.

The VA’s administrative appeals process has inefficien-
cies. The delays caused by these inefficiencies force
many claimants into drawn-out battles for justice that
may last for years. Delays in the initial claims develop-
ment and adjudication process are insignificant when
compared to delays that exist in VA’s administrative ap-
peals process. The IBVSOs believe VA can eliminate
some of the delays in this process administratively, and
we urge VA to do so. For example, VA can amend its
official forms so that the notice VA sends to a claimant

�
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when it makes a decision on a claim includes an ex-
planation about how to obtain review of a VA decision
by the Board of Veterans’ Appeals (Board) and pro-
vides the claimant with a description of the types of re-
views that are available.

Another problem that seems to plague the VA’s claims
process is its apparent propensity to overdevelop claims.
One possible cause of this problem is that many claims re-
quire medical opinion evidence to help substantiate their
validity. There are volumes of Veterans Appeals Re-
porters filled with case law on the subject of medical
opinions, i.e., who is competent to provide them, when
are they credible, when are they adequate, when are they
legally sufficient, and which ones are more probative, etc.

There is ample room to improve the law concerning
medical opinions in a manner that would bring notice-
able efficiency to VA’s claims process, such as when VA
issues a Veterans Claims Assistance Act (VCAA) notice
letter. Under current notice requirements and in appli-
cable cases, VA’s letter to a claimant normally informs
the claimant that he or she may submit a private med-
ical opinion. The letter also states that VA may obtain
a medical opinion. However, these notice letters do not
inform the claimant of what elements render private
medical opinions adequate for VA rating purposes. To
correct this deficiency, we recommend to VA that when
it issues proposed regulations to implement the recent
amendment of title 38, United States Code, section
5103 that its proposed regulations contain a provision
that will require it to inform a claimant, in a VCAA
notice letter, of the basic elements that make medical
opinions adequate for rating purposes. The IBVSOs be-
lieve that if a claimant’s physician is made aware of the
elements that make a medical opinion adequate for VA
rating purposes, and provides VA with such an opinion,
VA no longer needs to delay making a decision on a
claim by obtaining its own medical opinion. This
would reduce the number of appeals that result from
conflicting medical opinions—appeals that are ulti-
mately decided in an appellant’s favor more often than
not. If the Administration refuses to promulgate regu-
lations that incorporate the foregoing suggestion, Con-
gress should amend VA’s notice requirements in section
5103 to require that VA provide such notice regarding
the adequacy of medical opinions.

Congress should consider amending section 5103A(d)(1)
to provide that when a claimant submits private med-
ical evidence, including a private medical opinion, that
is competent, credible, probative, and otherwise ade-

quate for rating purposes, the Secretary shall not request
such evidence from a Department health-care facility.
Some may view this suggestion as an attempt to tie VA’s
hands with respect to its consideration of private med-
ical opinions. However, it does not. The language we
suggest adding to section 5103A(d)(1) would not require
VA to accept private medical evidence if, for example,
VA finds that the evidence is not credible and therefore
not adequate for VA rating purposes.

The IBVSOs also believe that other procedures add un-
necessary delays to the claims process. For example,
we believe VA routinely continues to develop claims
rather than issue decisions even though evidence de-
velopment appears complete. These actions result in
numerous appeals and unnecessary remands from the
Board and the Court. Remands in fully developed cases
do nothing but perpetuate the hamster-wheel reputa-
tion of veterans law. In fact, the Board remands an ex-
tremely large number of appeals solely for unnecessary
medical opinions. In FY 2007 the Board remanded
12,269 appeals to obtain medical opinions. Far too
many were remanded for no other reason but to ob-
tain a VA medical opinion merely because the appel-
lant had submitted a private medical opinion. Such
actions are, we respectfully submit, a serious waste of
VA’s limited and shrinking resources.

The suggested rulemaking actions and recommended
changes to sections 5103 and 5103A(d)(1) may have a
significant effect on ameliorating some problems. But
to further improve these procedures, Congress should
amend title 38, United States Code, section 5125. Con-
gress enacted section 5125, for the express purpose of
eliminating the former title 38, Code of Federal Regu-
lations, section 3.157(b)(2) requirement that a private
physician’s medical examination report be verified by
an official VA examination report before VA could
award benefits. However, Congress enacted section
5125 with discretionary language. This discretionary
language permits, but does not require, VA to accept
medical opinions from private physicians. Therefore,
Congress should amend section 5125 by adding new
language that requires VA to accept a private exami-
nation report if the VA determines that the report is (1)
provided by a competent health-care professional; (2)
probative to the issue being decided; (3) credible; and
(4) otherwise adequate for adjudicating the claim.

The IBVSOs have consistently maintained that VA
must invest more in training adjudicators and decision
makers and should hold them accountable for higher
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standards of accuracy. VA has made improvements to
its training programs in the past few years; nonethe-
less, much more improvement is required in order to
meet quality standards that disabled veterans and their
families deserve.

Training has not been a high enough priority in VA.
We have consistently asserted that proper training leads
to better quality decisions and that quality is the key to
timeliness of VA decision-making. VA will only achieve
such quality when it devotes adequate resources to per-
form comprehensive and ongoing training and imposes
and enforces quality standards through effective qual-
ity assurance methods and accountability mechanisms.

The VA’s problems with accountability are not isolated
to the claims process. In fact, they begin in the VA
training process. Essentially, there is no distinction be-
tween VA’s claims process and its training program
when distinguishing unsatisfactory performance and
outstanding performance. Both processes place too
much emphasis on quantity rather than quality. It is
simply the numbers game in full swing.

The Administration and Congress should require
mandatory and comprehensive testing designed to hold
trainees accountable. This requirement should be the
first priority in any plan to improve training. VA
should not advance trainees to subsequent stages of
training until they have successfully completed such
testing.

In addition to training, accountability is a key to qual-
ity and therefore to timeliness. However, almost every-
thing in VA is production driven. VA should base
personnel awards as equally on quality as it places on
production. Therefore, VA must implement stronger
accountability measures for quality assurance.

Congress should require the Secretary to report on how
VA will establish a quality assurance and accountabil-
ity program that will detect, track, and hold responsi-
ble those employees who commit errors. VA should
generate the report in consultation with veterans serv-
ice organizations most experienced in the claims
process.

VA can engineer an effective accountability system that
holds each employee responsible for his or her work
as a claim moves through the system while it simulta-
neously holds all employees responsible. As errors are
discovered, employees responsible for such errors must

be held accountable. The IBVSOs recommend that this
accountability be enforced by forfeiture of work credit.

Such a cumulative accountability system would elimi-
nate potential abuse of the system through the prover-
bial “good-old-boy’s” club. One employee is far less
likely to cover for errors or look the other way from er-
rors committed by a fellow employee if he or she knew
his or her performance measurement was equally at
risk. This type of system will ensure personal account-
ability at every stage in the claims process without se-
riously disrupting or dismantling VA’s current
performance measurement system.

Recommendations:

VA should amend its notification forms to inform
claimants of the procedures that are available for ob-
taining review of a VA decision by the Board of Veter-
ans’ Appeals along with providing an explanation of
the types of reviews that are available to claimants.

VA should issue proposed regulations to implement the
recent amendment of title 38, United States Code, sec-
tion 5103 as quickly as possible. The VA’s proposed
regulations should include provisions that will require
VA to notify a claimant, in appropriate circumstances,
of the elements that render medical opinions adequate
for rating purposes.

Congress should amend section 5103A(d)(1) to pro-
vide that when a claimant submits a private medical
opinion that is competent, credible, probative, and oth-
erwise adequate for rating purposes, the Secretary shall
not request another medical opinion from a depart-
ment health-care facility.

Congress should amend title 38, United States Code,
section 5125, insofar as it states that a claimant’s pri-
vate examination report “may” be accepted. The new
language should direct that the VA “must” accept such
report if it is (1) provided by a competent health-care
professional, (2) probative to the issue being decided,
(3) credible, and (4) otherwise adequate for adjudicat-
ing such claim.

VA should undertake an extensive training program to
educate its adjudicators on how to weigh and evaluate
medical evidence. In addition, to complement recent
improvements in its training programs, VA should re-
quire mandatory and comprehensive testing of the
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claims process and appellate staff. To the extent that
VA fails to provide adequate training and testing, Con-
gress should require mandatory and comprehensive
testing, under which VA will hold trainees accountable.

Congress should require the VA Secretary to report on
how the Department will establish a quality assurance

and accountability program that will detect, track, and
hold responsible those VA employees who commit er-
rors. VA should generate the report in consultation
with veterans service organizations most experienced in
the claims process. As errors are discovered, employees
responsible for such errors must be held accountable
by forfeiture of work credit percentage.

Key Recommendations 15

�
CRITICAL ISSUE 5

SEAMLESS TRANSITION FROM THE DOD TO VA
The Department of Defense and the Department of Veterans Affairs must ensure that all service
members separating from active duty have a seamless transition from military to civilian life.

As service members return from the conflicts in
Afghanistan and Iraq, the DOD and VA must pro-

vide these men and women with a seamless transition
of benefits and services as they leave military service to
successfully integrate into the civilian community as
veterans. Though improvements have been made, the
transition from the DOD to the VA heath-care system
continues to be a challenge for newly discharged vet-
erans. The Independent Budget veterans service or-
ganizations (IBVSOs) believe that veterans should not
have to wait to receive the benefits and health care that
they have earned and deserve.

The problems with transition from DOD to VA were
never more apparent than during the controversy that
occurred at Walter Reed Army Medical Center in
2007. While much of the media coverage misrepre-
sented the problems at Walter Reed as a problem with
care for injured service members, the real problems re-
flected many of the administrative difficulties associ-
ated with transitioning from the DOD to VA.

The Independent Budget continues to stress the points
outlined by the President’s Task Force to Improve
Health Care Delivery for Our Nation’s Veterans (PTF)
report released in May 2003, and reinforced by the
President’s Commission on Care for America’s Re-
turning Wounded Warriors in September 2007, as well
as four other major studies regarding transition of serv-
ice members to veteran status. One of the 20 recom-
mendations made by the PTF and those made by the

President’s Commission was for increased collaboration
between the DOD and VA for the transfer of personnel
and health information. Great progress has been made
in this area by VA; however, this recommendation re-
mains only partially implemented. A September 2008
Government Accountability Office (GAO) report noted
that the DOD and VA are not sharing all electronic
health information and that information is still being
captured in paper records at many DOD facilities.

Health Information

The IBVSOs believe the DOD and VA must complete
an electronic medical record process that is fully com-
putable, interoperable, and bidirectional, allowing for
a two-way real-time electronic exchange of health in-
formation and occupational and environmental expo-
sure data. Such an accomplishment could increase
health information sharing between providers, labora-
tories, pharmacies, and patients; help patients transi-
tion between health-care settings; reduce duplicative
and unnecessary testing; improve patient safety by re-
ducing medical errors; and increase our knowledge and
understanding of the clinical, safety, quality, financial,
and organizational value and benefits of health infor-
mation technology (IT). Lessons learned from previous
wars also indicate that the DOD must continue col-
lecting medical and environmental exposure data elec-
tronically while personnel are still in theater, and we
applaud the DOD for doing so. But it is equally im-
portant that this information be provided to VA. Elec-
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tronic health information should also include an easily
transferable electronic DD214 forwarded from the
DOD to VA. This would allow VA to expedite the
claims process and give the service member faster ac-
cess to health care and other benefits.

The Joint Electronic Health Records Interoperability
(JEHRI) plan as agreed to by both the DOD and VA
through the Joint Executive Council and overseen by
the Health Executive Council is a progressive series of
exchanges of related health data between the two de-
partments culminating in the bidirectional exchange of
interoperable health information. While this has oc-
curred at several levels, the current need is for a com-
mon standard. In May 2007, the DOD established the
Senior Oversight Committee (SOC), chartered and
cochaired by the Deputy Secretaries of the DOD and
VA with the goal to identify immediate corrective ac-
tions and to review, implement, and track recommen-
dations from a number of external reviews. As a result
of the recognized need, one of the lines of action iden-
tified to be addressed was DOD-VA data sharing. The
SOC approved initiatives to ensure health and admin-
istrative data are made available. The September 2008
GAO report indicates that the DOD and VA have
agreed to numerous common standards and are work-
ing with federal groups to ensure adherence and align-
ment with emerging standards.

For example, the DOD and VA are sharing select
health information at different levels of interoperabil-
ity, such as pharmacy and drug allergy data on nearly
19,000 patients who seek care from both agencies.
Such information can be shared electronically between
the DOD and VA to warn the different clinicians of a
possible drug allergy with a to-be prescribed medica-
tion. The Laboratory Data Sharing Interface Project is
a short-term initiative that has produced an applica-
tion used to electronically transfer laboratory work or-
ders and retrieval of results between the departments in
real time. Nonetheless, questions remain regarding the
extent to which the DOD and VA will achieve full in-
teroperability by next year when neither has not yet ar-
ticulated an interoperability goal.

According to the GAO, the DOD-VA Information In-
teroperability Plan, recently completed by the Depart-
ments, is supposed to address these and other issues,
including the establishment of schedules and bench-
marks for developing interoperable health record capa-
bility. However, although an important accomplishment,
on preliminary review the plan’s high-level content pro-

vides only a limited basis for understanding and assess-
ing progress toward full interoperability by the Septem-
ber 30, 2009, date mandated by the “National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008.” Moreover,
when fully established, a new interagency program office
is to play a crucial role in accelerating efforts. Unfortu-
nately, this office is not expected to be fully operational
until the end of this year, and some milestones in the of-
fice’s plan for achieving interoperability have yet to be
determined.

Care Coordination

Severely injured service members and veterans whose
care and rehabilitation is being provided by both the
DOD and VA, or who are transferring from one health-
care system to the other, must have a clear plan of re-
habilitation and the resources needed to accomplish its
goals. In response to the provisions of VA’s Office of
Inspector General (OIG) recommendations in a 2006
report examining the rehabilitation of OEF/OIF veter-
ans suffering from traumatic brain injury (TBI), the
Under Secretary for health stated, “…case managers
will provide long-term case management services and
coordination of care for polytrauma patients and will
serve as liaisons to their families.”

In October 2007, the DOD and VA partnered to create
the Federal Recovery Coordination Program to improve
care management by identifying and integrating care and
services between the DOD and VA health-care systems,
which subsequently served to satisfy provisions of the
WoundedWarrior Act, title XVI of Public Law 110-181.
With such resources as the newly developed Federal In-
dividual Recovery Plan, National Resource Directory,
Family Handbook,MyeBenefits, and Veterans Tracking
Application, the IBVSOs are cautiously optimistic that
these coordinators will be able to provide greater over-
sight for the seamless transition of severely injured serv-
ice members. While there are only eight federal recovery
coordinators serving about 120 severely injured service
members across military treatment facilities, and one
newly assigned at Dwight D. Eisenhower ArmyMedical
Center, the President’s Commission on Care of Amer-
ica’s Returning Wounded Warriors reported that more
than 3,000 seriously wounded veterans might need the
assistance of these coordinators.

For those service members and veterans whose injuries
allow for more outpatient recovery and rehabilitation, a
more extensive network has been created, spanning the
entire VA health-care system. The Veterans Health Ad-
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ministration has assigned part-time and full-time social
workers to major military treatment facilities (MTF) to
serve as VHA liaisons between the MTF and VHA fa-
cilities. Each VHA facility has selected a point of contact
and alternate who work closely with the VA-DOD social
work liaisons detailed to MTFs and the Veterans Bene-
fits Administration (VBA) representatives to ensure a
seamless transition and transfer of care. While this ini-
tiative pertains primarily to military personnel return-
ing from Afghanistan and Iraq, it also includes active
duty military personnel returning from other combat
theater assignments. It does not include active duty mil-
itary personnel who are serving in noncombat theaters
of operation.

Moreover, VA introduced the concept of transition pa-
tient advocates in March 2007 to focus specifically on
the needs of severely wounded veterans from operations
in Afghanistan and Iraq. The OIG then issued a follow-
up report (May 1, 2008) to assess the extent to which
VA maintains involvement with service members and
veterans who had received inpatient rehabilitative care in
VA facilities for TBI. According to the report, VA case
management was determined to have improved, while
long-term case management is not uniformly provided
for these patients, and significant needs remain unmet.

Disability Evaluation

The Independent Budget likewise concurred with the
President’s Commission recommendation that the
DOD and VA implement a single comprehensive med-
ical examination, and we believe that this absolutely
must be done as a prerequisite of promptly completing
the military separation process. However, we would
like to reiterate our belief that if and when a single sep-
aration physical becomes the standard, VA should be
responsible for handling this duty because VA simply
has the expertise to conduct a more thorough and com-
prehensive examination as part of its compensation
and pension process. Moreover, the inconsistencies
with the Physical Evaluation Board process from the
different branches of the service can be overcome with
a single physical administered from VA’s perspective,
and not the DOD’s. A pilot project launched by the
DOD and VA in November 2007 for service members
from Walter Reed Army Medical Center, National
Naval Medical Center at Bethesda, andMalcolm Grow
Medical Center has more than 200 participants and is
a step toward developing this single separation physi-
cal. While this separation physical is targeted prima-
rily at those considered for medical discharge from the

military, it should be considered for all separations. Ac-
cording to the GAO, the DOD and VA have not final-
ized their criteria for expanding the pilot project
beyond the original sites. The IBVSOs believe the DOD
and VA need to expand the pilot to more sites in prepa-
ration to fully implement the program.

The problem with separation physicals identified for
active duty service members is compounded when mo-
bilized reserve forces enter the mix. A mandatory sep-
aration physical is not required for demobilizing
reservists, and in some cases reservists are not made
aware of the option. While the physical examinations
of demobilizing reservists have greatly improved in re-
cent years, there are still a number of service members
who “opt out” of the physicals, even when encouraged
by medical personnel to have them. Although the ex-
pense and manpower needed to facilitate these physi-
cals might be significant, the separation physical is
critical to the future care of demobilizing service mem-
bers. We cannot allow a recurrence of the lack of in-
formation that led to so many issues and unknowns
with Gulf War illnesses, particularly among our Na-
tional Guard and Reserve forces. This would also en-
hance collaboration by the DOD and VA to identify,
collect, and maintain the specific data needed by each
to recognize, treat, and prevent illnesses and injuries
resulting from military service.

In the past several years, the DOD and VA have made
good strides in transitioning our nation’s military to
civilian lives and jobs. The Department of Labor’s
Transition Assistance Program (TAP) and Disabled
Transition Assistance Program (DTAP) handled by the
Veterans Employment and Training Service (VETS) is
generally the first service a separating service member
will receive. In particular, local military commanders,
through the insistence of the DOD, began to allow
their soldiers, sailors, airmen, and marines to attend
well enough in advance to take greatest advantage of
the program. The programs were provided early
enough to educate these future veterans on the impor-
tance of proper discharge physicals and the need for
complete and proper documentation. It made them
aware of how to seek services from VA and gave them
sufficient time to think about their situations and then
seek answers prior to discharge.

The TAP and DTAP programs continue to improve,
but challenges continue at some local military installa-
tions, at overseas locations, and with services and in-
formation for those with injuries. Disabled service
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members who wish to file a claim for VA compensa-
tion benefits and thus, other ancillary benefits, are dis-
suaded by the specter of being assigned to a medical
holding unit for an indefinite period. Furthermore,
there still appears to be disorganization and inconsis-
tency in providing this information. Though individu-
als are receiving the information, the haphazard nature
and quick processing time may allow some individuals
to fall through the cracks. This is of particular risk in
the DTAP program for those with severe disabilities
who may already be getting health care and rehabilita-
tion from a VA spinal cord injury center despite still
being on active duty. Because these individuals are no
longer located on or near a military installation, they
are often forgotten in the transition assistance process.
DTAP has not had the same level of success as TAP,
and it is critical that coordination be closer between
the DOD, VA, and VETS to improve this disparity.

Although the achievements of the DOD and VA have
been good with departing active duty service members,
there is a much greater concern with the large numbers of
Reserve and National Guard service members moving
through the discharge system. As a result of the number
of troops that are on “stop loss”—a DOD action that
prevents troops from leaving the military at the end of
their enlistments during deployments—large numbers of
troops rapidly transition to civilian life upon their return.
Both the DOD and VA seem ill-prepared to handle the
large numbers and prolonged activation of reserve forces
for the global war on terrorism. The greatest challenge
with these service members is their rapid transition from
active duty to civilian life. Unless these service members
are injured, they may clear the demobilization station in
a few days. Little of this time is dedicated to informing
them about veterans’ benefits and services. Additionally,
DOD personnel at these sites are most focused on pro-
cessing soldiers through the site. Lack of space and facil-
ities often restrict contact between demobilizing soldiers
and VA representatives.

In October 2008, the DOD released a new version of
“Compensation and Benefits Handbook for Seriously Ill
and Injured Members of the Armed Forces.” This hand-
book is designed to help service members who are
wounded, ill, and injured, as well as their family mem-
bers, navigate the military and veterans’ disability sys-
tem. The IBVSOs applaud this informative booklet as one
moremethod for service members to understand the tran-
sition, but now it will be critical for the DOD to ensure
it gets into the hands of transitioning service members.

The IBVSOs believe the DOD and VA have made
progress in the transition process. Unfortunately,
limited funding and a focus on current military opera-
tions interfere with providing for service members who
have chosen to leave military service. If we are to
ensure that the mistakes of the first Gulf War are not
repeated during this extended global war on terrorism,
it is imperative that a truly seamless transition be
created. With this, it is imperative that proper funding
levels be provided to VA and the other agencies pro-
viding services for the vast increase in new veterans
from the National Guard and reserves. Servicemen and
-women exiting military service should be afforded
easy access to the health care and other benefits that
they have earned. This can only be accomplished by
ensuring that the DOD and VA improve their coordi-
nation and information sharing to provide a seamless
transition.

Recommendations:

The DOD and VA must ensure that service members
have a seamless transition from military to civilian life.

The DOD and VA must continue to develop electronic
medical records that are interoperable and bidirec-
tional, allowing for a two-way electronic exchange of
health information and occupational and environmen-
tal exposure data. These electronic medical records
should also include an easily transferable electronic
DD214.

The DOD and VA must fully establish the Joint Inter-
agency Program Office with permanent staff and clear
lines of responsibility and finalize the draft implemen-
tation plan with appropriate milestones and timelines
for defining requirements to support interoperable
health records.

The DOD and VA must outline the requirements for
assigning new or additional federal recovery coordina-
tors to military treatment facilities caring for severely
injured service members in concert with tracking work-
load, geographic distribution, and the complexity and
acuity of injured service member’s medical conditions.

The DOD and VA must develop a clear plan of reha-
bilitation for severely injured service members and vet-
erans receiving care and must receive the necessary
resources to accomplish these goals.

Critical Issues
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In accordance with the recommendation of the FY
2008 National Defense Authorization Act and the rec-
ommendation of the President’s Commission, the DOD
and VA must implement a single comprehensive med-
ical examination as a prerequisite of promptly com-
pleting the military separation process. Moreover, VA
should be responsible for handling this duty.

Congress and the Administration must provide adequate
funding to support the Transition Assistance Program
and Disabled Transition Assistance Program managed
by the Department of Labor’s Veterans Employment and
Training Service to ensure that active duty as well as Na-
tional Guard and reserve, service members do not fall
through the cracks while transitioning.

Key Recommendations 19

CRITICAL ISSUE 6
HUMAN RESOURCE CHALLENGES FACING THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

The Department of Veterans Affairs must strengthen, energize, and expand programs to
recruit and retain highly qualified VA employees, particularly in the Veterans Health

Administration (VHA), and must redouble its efforts to advance succession
plans to welcome the next generation of VA employees.

Addressing human resource issues within VA has
never been more urgent than today with the ongo-

ing conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq and the aging of
both the veteran population and the “Baby Boomer”
generation. Service members are returning from con-
flicts abroad and seeking services from VA, and, at the
same time, veterans from previous wars, particularly
veterans from the Vietnam era, are aging, and their need
for medical services and other VA benefits is steadily in-
creasing. In this environment, sufficient staffing be-
comes more essential to ensuring that veterans receive
adequate VA care.

VA’s ability to sustain a full complement of highly
skilled and motivated personnel will require aggressive
and competitive employment hiring strategies that will
enable it to successfully compete in the national labor
market. VA’s employment success within the VHA and
Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA) will require
constant attention by the very highest levels of VA lead-
ership. Additionally, Members of Congress must un-
derstand the gravity of VA personnel issues and be
ready to provide the necessary support and oversight
required to ensure VA’s success.

VA must prepare for future personnel challenges by re-
fining human capital policies and procedures, specifi-
cally in the areas of recruitment, retention, and
succession planning. The average age of a VA employee

is nearly 50 years, and 41 percent of VA employees will
be eligible for retirement by the year 2013. The esti-
mated U.S. veteran population is 23,816,000, and 39
percent of the veteran population is 65 years of age or
older. VA must create and implement a strategy that
will focus on hiring, training, and retaining personnel
to offset the changing demographics of the veteran
population and the VA workforce. VA must work to
ensure efficient, safe, and productive work environ-
ments that attract high caliber professionals to suc-
cessfully execute the VA mission, caring for America’s
veterans.

Veterans Health Administration

The facilities of VA, like many other American health-
care providers, are facing a looming and potentially
dangerous shortage of available health-care personnel
to meet the growing demands of sick and disabled vet-
erans. The current documented national shortage of
physicians, nurses, pharmacists, therapists of all disci-
plines, psychologists, and practitioners in several other
professional disciplines is bound to impact the effec-
tiveness of VA’s recruitment and retention programs.
VA estimates that 163,308 new hires will be needed to
handle attrition and maintain VHA’s workforce to
2013. VA must anticipate the effects of the national
health-care workforce shortage and work to provide
competitive employment packages and a more pre-
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ferred workplace to ensure veterans continue to receive
high quality and effective VA health care in the future.

The dwindling supply of trained and qualified health-
care professionals cannot keep pace with the national
growth in demand for health care. VA has recognized
that the employment market is extremely competitive
for some positions and is working to provide innova-
tive professional development opportunities and pro-
grams to attract some of the new employees it will need
to care for veterans. However, recruitment, retention,
and succession planning can be fully successful only
with sufficient, timely, and predictable funding from
Congress for VA’s overall health-care mission. After
years of reacting to the current erratic funding process,
achieving effective health-care budgetary reform can
provide VA the confidence it needs to more effectively
recruit, develop, and retain its health-care workforce
to meet the needs of our nation’s veterans.

With regard to registered nurses (RNs) within the VA
system, the United States is experiencing an unprece-
dented nursing shortage that is expected to continue
well into the future. The Health Resources and Services
Administration projected in 2007 that the nation’s
nursing shortage will grow to more than 1 million
nurses by the year 2020 and that all 50 states will ex-
perience shortages of nurses in varying degrees by the
year 2015. According to projections from the U.S. Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in the November 2005
Monthly Labor Review, 1.2 million new RNs will be
needed by 2014 to meet job growth and replacement
needs. According to the July 2006 Aging Workforce
Survey conducted by the Nursing Management organ-
ization, 55 percent of surveyed nurses reported the in-
tention to retire between 2011 and 2020. In addition to
the need for 30,211 RNs by 2013, the VHA turnover
rate for registered nurses in 2006 was 8.5 percent (full
and part-time positions, not including trainees). VA
must develop a recruitment strategy that provides em-
ployment incentives that attract and encourage nurs-
ing students and new nurse graduates to commit to VA
employment. More specifically, VA must work to re-
cruit and retain nurses that provide care in VA’s spe-
cialized service programs, such as spinal cord
injury/dysfunction (SCI/D), blind rehabilitation, men-
tal health, and brain injury using compensatory bene-
fits, such as specialty pay.

With respect to VA physicians, at present, 130 VAmed-
ical centers have affiliations through which physicians
represent half of approximately 100,000 VA health

profession trainees. VA estimates that medical residents
equate to approximately one-third of the total VA
physician workforce. About 2,500 (16 percent) of VA
physicians are currently eligible for voluntary retire-
ment, and it is projected that by 2012, this number will
grow to 2,909 (17 percent). Notably, a 2007 survey as-
sessed the impact of VA health profession training on
VA physician recruitment. Prior to exposure to training
in VA facilities, 21 percent of medical students and 27
percent of medical residents indicated they were “very”
or “somewhat” likely to consider post-graduate VA
employment. Following training at VA, these positive
responses grew to 57 percent of medical students and
49 percent of medical residents. Although current res-
ignation rates among VA physicians remain stable, VA
projects the number of voluntary retirements will rise
over time. Thus through its training programs VA is
well positioned to take advantage of a ready source of
physician recruitment.

In 2004, Congress passed Public Law 108-445, the De-
partment of Veterans Affairs Health Care Personnel
Enhancement Act of 2004. The act is partially intended
to aid VA in both recruiting and retaining VA physi-
cians (including scarce subspecialty practitioners) by
authorizing VA to offer highly competitive compensa-
tion to full-time physicians oriented to VA careers. In
the intervening years VA has implemented the act, but
the IBVSOs believe the act may not have provided VA
the optimum tools needed to ensure that veterans will
have available the variety and number of physicians
needed in their health-care system. For example, a re-
cent review of offered VA physician position vacancies
on usajobs.gov revealed the following: Bay Pines VA
Medical Center was recruiting an orthopedic surgeon
at a maximum salary of $175,000 while the national
average income of orthopedists is $459,000. Indi-
anapolis VAMC was seeking an emergency room
physician at a maximum of $175,000 while the na-
tional average for this category is $216,000. The
Greater Los Angeles VA system was offering a maxi-
mum of $270,000 for an anesthesiologist while the av-
erage income for anesthesiologists is $311,000. We
urge Congress to provide further oversight and to as-
certain whether VA has adequately implemented its in-
tent or if VA may need additional tools to ensure full
employment for qualified VA physicians as it addresses
its future staffing needs.

Given the VHA’s leadership position as a health sys-
tem, it is imperative that VA aggressively recruit health-
care professionals in addition to emphasizing the
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attractive opportunities within the VHA and work
within established relationships with academic affili-
ates and community partners to recruit new employ-
ees. In order to make gains on these needs, VA must
update and streamline its human resource processes
and policies to adequately address the needs of new
graduates in the health sciences, recruits, and current
VA employees. Today’s health-care professionals and
other staff who work alongside them need improved
benefits, such as competitive salaries and incentives,
childcare, flexible scheduling, and generous educa-
tional benefits. VA must actively address the factors
known to affect current recruitment and retention,
such as fair compensation, professional development,
and career mobility; benevolent supervision and work
environment; respect and recognition; technology; and
sound, consistent leadership, to make VA an employer
of choice for individuals who are offered many attrac-
tive alternatives in other employment settings.

VA Human Resources Policies Are Outmoded

VA must work aggressively to eliminate outdated, out-
moded VA personnel policies and procedures to
streamline the hiring process and avoid recruitment de-
lays that serve as barriers to VA employment. It is re-
ported that, on average, from the time a vacancy
announcement is posted, appointment of a new em-
ployee within VHA takes 90 days. In some professional
occupations (especially physicians and nurses) many
months can pass from the date of a position vacancy
until the date a newly VA-credentialed and privileged
professional caregiver is on board and providing clin-
ical care to veterans. Its lack of ability to make em-
ployment offers and confirm them in a timely manner,
especially to new graduates it has helped train, un-
questionably affects VA’s success in hiring highly qual-
ified employees and has the potential to diminish the
quality of VA health care. Hiring delays depress cur-
rent workforce morale and lead to overuse of manda-
tory overtime for nurses and others, greater workplace
stress, and staff burnout. At all levels, the VHA (espe-
cially including local facility managements) must be
held accountable for improving human resources poli-
cies and practices. Congress should require VA to re-
port its efforts to improve recruiting, retention, and
environmental/organization practices to assure veter-
ans that VA will be a preferred health-care provider in
the future and will continue to provide veterans an ef-
fective health-care system to meet their specialized
needs.

Succession Planning Needs Improvement

Improving VA recruitment and retention efforts and
more focused succession planning could help offset the
inevitable loss of VA’s experienced personnel. The VHA
has identified the top 10 occupations that make up ap-
proximately 44 percent of the future new hires needed
to stem attrition between FY 2007 and FY 2013. VA
must implement in its facilities an energized succession
plan that utilizes the experience and expertise of cur-
rent employees, as well as to improve existing human
resources policies and procedures to bring the next gen-
eration of VA caregivers onboard.

As employees exit VA employment over the next few
years, it is imperative for VA to conduct exit surveys
without regard to time in service or reason for resig-
nation. However, the opposite seems to be the case
today. In 2007, the VHA’s exit survey rate dropped
from 27 percent to 20 percent, the lowest in three
years. Exit surveys in the top 25 critical VA occupa-
tions are particularly important to evaluate employees
leaving these positions. With thorough surveys VA
management can secure pertinent data to help refill po-
sitions as quickly as possible and to determine whether
conditions of employment, human resources policies,
or other factors contributing to early departures of val-
ued staff need revision. Exit surveys also provide valu-
able insight and information on the VA work
environment and organizational culture. These are key
elements to both retaining and recruiting high quality
personnel in VA health care.

Existing VA loan repayment and scholarship programs
were established by Congress to provide individuals in-
terested in VA nursing with the financial support they
need to enter and stay in the field. Both a recruitment
and retention tool, the centrally funded Employee In-
centive Scholarship Program (EISP) pays up to $32,000
for health care–related academic degree programs,
with an average of $12,000 paid per scholarship. Since
its inception in 1999 through 2007, approximately
7,000 VA employees have received scholarship awards
for educational programs related to title 38 and “hy-
brid” title 5-title 38 VA occupations. About 4,000 em-
ployees have graduated from academic programs under
these auspices. Scholarship recipients include registered
nurses (93 percent), pharmacists, physical therapists,
and other allied health professionals. A five-year VA
analysis of program outcomes demonstrates this pro-
gram’s impact on VA employee retention. For exam-
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ple, turnover of nurse scholarship participants is 7.5 per-
cent compared to a nonscholarship nurse turnover rate
of 8.5 percent. Also, less than 1 percent of participating
nurses left VHA employment during their service obli-
gation period (from one to three years after completion
of degree).

The VA Education Debt Reduction Program (EDRP)
provides tax-free reimbursement of existing education
debt of recently hired title 38 and hybrid employees.
Centrally funded, the EDRP is the title 38 equivalent of
the Student Loan Repayment Program (SLRP) adminis-
tered by the Office of Personnel Management for title 5
employees. More than 5,600 VA health-care profes-
sionals have participated in the EDRP. The maximum
amount of an EDRP award is limited by statute to
$44,000 in exchange for five years of service. As educa-
tion costs have risen, the average award amount per em-
ployee has increased over the years from about $13,500
in FY 2002 to more than $27,000 in FY 2007. While
employees from 33 occupations participate in the pro-
gram, 77 percent are from three mission critical occu-
pations—RN, pharmacist, and physician. The rate of
losses from resignation of EDRP recipients is signifi-
cantly less than that of nonrecipients as determined in a
2005 study. For physicians the study found the resigna-
tion rate for EDRP recipients was 15.9 percent com-
pared to 34.8 percent for non-EDRP recipients.

Both the ESIP and EDRP initiatives need to be strength-
ened and expanded to new VA occupations, in particu-
lar among the 25 critical occupational categories that
will be increasingly competitive as the health manpower
shortage worsens. These programs have proven them-
selves to be cost-effective recruitment tools and to pro-
vide strong incentives for individuals to remain in VA
employment rather than to go elsewhere.

Veterans Benefits Administration

Over the past two years, and with Congressional au-
thorization, the Veterans Benefits Administration
(VBA) has hired a record number of new claims adju-
dication staff. Unfortunately, as a result of senior VBA
officials retiring in the interim, an increase in disability
claims received, rising complexity of such claims, and
the time required for new employees to become profi-
cient in processing accurate claims, VA has achieved
little noticeable improvement in its claims work. The
VBA has a major challenge ahead in completing com-
plex training required to gain full productivity of sev-
eral thousand new staff.

With the influx of these new benefits personnel, it is
difficult for the IBVSOs, as observers, to predict that
the ongoing challenges faced by the VBA are still the
result of staffing shortages. In fact, such is the size of
the claims backlog that it would be naïve to expect an
immediate reduction in the VBA workload. Such an
expectation is defeated merely by the time required for
new employees to gain necessary experience, and the
drain on experienced employees who provide much of
the current training to them. In order to make the best
use of new resources, the VBA must focus on improv-
ing training and accountability while simplifying the
claims process itself.

Many of the core human resource systems problems
documented primarily for the VHA in this critical issue
also pertain to the VBA. As VA approaches solutions to
its human resource challenges within its health-care
system, it should also incorporate those solutions
where applicable in the human resource policies and
practices of the VBA.

Recommendations:

VA must work aggressively to eliminate outdated, out-
moded VA-wide personnel policies and procedures to
streamline the hiring process and avoid recruitment de-
lays that serve as barriers to VA employment.

VA must implement in its medical and regional office
facilities an energized succession plan that utilizes the
experience and expertise of current employees, as well
as to improve existing human resources policies and
procedures.

VA facilities must fully utilize recruitment and reten-
tion tools, such as relocation and retention bonuses, a
locality pay system for VA nurses, and education schol-
arship and loan payment programs as employment in-
centives, in both the Veterans Health Administration
and the Veterans Benefits Administration.

VA must conduct improved exit surveys as employees
terminate employment to secure pertinent data that
will help refill positions in a timely manner and to de-
termine if conditions of employment, human resources
policies, or other contributing factors need revision.

Congress must provide further oversight to ensure ad-
equate implementation of Public Law 108-445.

Critical Issues
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Congress should implement a title 38 specialty pay pro-
vision for VA nurses providing care in VA’s specialized
services areas, such as spinal cord injury and dysfunc-
tion, blind rehabilitation, mental health, and traumatic
brain injury.

VA must develop a more aggressive recruitment strat-
egy that provides employment incentives that attract
and encourage affiliated health professions students,
and new graduates in all degree programs of affiliate
institutions, to commit to VA employment.

Congress should improve the provisions of VA’s Em-
ployee Incentive Scholarship Program and Education
Debt Reduction Program and make them available
more broadly to all VA employees. VA must become
more flexible with its work schedules to meet the needs
of today’s health-care and benefits professionals and
must provide other employment benefits, such as child-
care, that will make VA employment more attractive.

Critical Issues

�
CRITICAL ISSUE 7

THE NATIONAL CEMETERY ADMINISTRATION
The National Cemetery Administration (NCA) must ensure that burial in a national or
state veterans cemetery is an option available for all veterans and their family members

and must provide a dignified setting with perpetual care that honors veterans and
exhibits evidence of the nation’s gratitude for their military service.

VA’s National Cemetery Administration maintains
more than 2.8 million gravesites at 125 national

cemeteries and 33 additional installations in 39 states
and Puerto Rico. Currently there are more than 17,000
acres within established NCA installations. Just more
than half of this land is undeveloped. Including avail-
able gravesites and the undeveloped land, there is a po-
tential to provide more than 4 million resting places. In
addition to the maintenance of these facilities, the NCA
administers four programs: the State Cemetery Grants
Program, the Headstone and Marker Program, the
Presidential Memorial Marker Program, and outer
burial receptacle reimbursements.

The purpose of the national cemetery is to honor the
memory of America’s servicemen and -women. Many
of our nation’s cemeteries are steeped in history, and the
monuments, markers, and memorials that stand repre-
sent the very foundation of our country. Our nation’s
burial grounds are a national treasure deserving of the
utmost care and protection. To achieve this high stan-
dard of preservation, the NCA faces serious challenges.
The increase in the demand for interment and the need
for continuous gravesite maintenance, including the re-
pairs, upkeep, and other labor-intensive tasks involved
in operating a cemetery, continue to rise. To meet these

challenges, the NCAmust have adequate funding to en-
sure it remains a world-class system that honors our
veterans and recognizes their contribution and service
to our nation. Therefore, The Independent Budget rec-
ommends a budget for the NCA that will both meet the
growing demand and allow every man and woman who
has worn the uniform of the United States armed forces
to be treated with dignity and respect.

The NCA has done an exceptional job of providing
burial options for 90 percent of all veterans who fall
within the 170,000 veterans within a 75-mile radius
threshold model. However, under this model, no new
geographical area will become eligible for a National
Cemetery until 2015. St. Louis, Missouri, will at that
time meet the threshold due to the closing of Jefferson
Barracks National Cemetery in 2017. Analysis shows
that the five areas with the highest veteran population
will not become eligible for a national cemetery be-
cause they will not reach the 170,000 threshold.

The NCA has spent years developing and maintaining
a cemetery system based on a growing veteran popu-
lation. In 2010 our nation’s veteran population will
begin to decline. Because of this downward trend, a
new threshold model must be developed to ensure
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more of our veterans will have reasonable access to
their burial benefits. Reducing the radius to 65 miles
would reduce the veteran population that is served
from 90 percent to 82.4 percent, and reducing the ra-
dius to 55 miles would reduce the served population
to 74.1 percent. Reducing the radius alone to 55 miles
would only bring two geographical areas into the
170,000 population threshold in 2010, and only a few
areas into this revised model by 2030.

Several geographical areas will remain unserved if the
population threshold is not reduced. Lowering the pop-
ulation threshold to 110,000 veterans would immedi-
ately make several areas eligible for a national cemetery
regardless of any change to the mile radius threshold.
A new threshold model must be implemented so more
of our veterans will have access to this earned benefit.

In addition to the day-to-day operations to develop,
maintain, and improve the NCA cemeteries, the NCA
run State Cemetery Grants Program is vital in estab-
lishing and maintaining veterans’ gravesites in areas in
which the NCA cannot fully respond to the burial needs
of veterans. This program assists states by providing
grant money to ensure veterans’ burial needs are met in
areas where there are no national cemeteries or the area
is under represented due to the number of veterans who
live in a given area. It is imperative that the State Ceme-
tery Grants Program be funded at a level that ensures
the states can continue to meet the needs of veterans
who want to be buried closer to their homes and that
meets the challenge of growing interest by states in pro-
viding burial services in areas not currently served.

In 1973 the NCA established a burial allowance that
provided partial reimbursements for eligible funeral and
burial costs. The current payment is $2,000 for burial
expenses for service-connected death, $300 for nonser-
vice-connected deaths, and $300 for plot allowance. At
its inception, the payout covered 72 percent of the fu-
neral cost for a service-connected death, 22 percent for
a nonservice-connected death, and 54 percent of the
burial plot cost. In 2007, these benefits eroded to 23

percent, 4 percent, and 14 percent, respectively. It is
time to bring these benefits back to their original value.

To ensure the National Cemetery Administration’s ca-
pability to maintain our national cemeteries in a dig-
nified and respectful manner, a comprehensive effort
must be made to greatly improve the condition, func-
tion, and appearance of these cemeteries. To assist in
restoring the national cemeteries The Independent
Budget recommends to Congress the establishment of
a five-year, $250 million “National Shrine Initiative” to
restore the character of NCA cemeteries.

The NCA honors veterans with a final resting place
that commemorates their service to the nation. Each
Memorial Day and Veterans Day we honor the last full
measure of devotion they gave for this country. Our
national cemeteries are more than the final resting
place of honor for our veterans—they are hallowed
ground to those who died in our defense and a memo-
rial to those who survived.

Recommendations:

Congress must provide adequate resources to ensure
that the National Cemetery Administration remains a
world-class operation that honors veterans and recog-
nizes their contributions and service to the nation.

Congress must fund the State Cemetery Grants Program
at a level that ensures that states can meet the needs of
veterans who want to be buried closer to their homes.

Congress should increase burial benefits to cover the
cost of burial more adequately and expand the eligi-
bility for the plot allowance to all veterans who would
be eligible for burial in a national cemetery, not just
those who served during wartime.

The NCA must continue to identify sites for the addi-
tion of new national cemeteries in areas that remain
underserved.
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Recommendations to Congress
Recommendations to Congress

Benefit Programs

COMPENSATION AND PENSIONS

Compensation
Congress should enact legislation that automatically
adjusts compensation and dependency and indemnity
compensation by a percentage equal to the increase re-
ceived by Social Security recipients in order to offset
the rise in the cost of living.

Congress should reject any recommendations to per-
manently extend provisions for rounding down com-
pensation cost-of-living adjustments and allow the
temporary round-down provisions to expire on their
statutory sunset date.

In the alternative, Congress should enact a one-time ad-
justment to ensure that veterans and the survivors of
those who gave the ultimate sacrifice in service to our
nation again receive the full value of benefits intended
by a grateful nation.

Congress should reject all suggestions from any source
to change the terms for service connection of veterans’
disabilities and deaths.

Congress should clarify its intent by amending title 38,
United States Code, section 1154(b), with respect to
defining a veteran who engaged in combat for all pur-
poses under title 38.

In the alternative, Congress should enact legislation
that extends 38 U.S.C. section 1154(b) to anyone who
served in a war zone. This action would ease the evi-
dentiary burden on veterans and time-consuming de-
velopment by the Department of Veterans Affairs while
leaving in place the need for the veteran to prove the ex-
istence of a disability and medical evidence connecting
the disability to service.

Congress should enact legislation to totally repeal the
inequitable requirement that veterans’ military retired
pay be offset by an amount equal to their rightfully

earned VA disability compensation. To do otherwise re-
sults in the government compensating disabled retirees
with nothing for their service-connected disabilities.
The Independent Budget veterans service organizations
urge Congress to correct this continuing inequity.

Congress should reject any recommendation to permit
VA to discharge its future obligation to compensate
service-connected disabilities through payment of
lump-sum settlements to veterans.

Congress should enact a presumption of service-connected
disability for combat veterans and veterans whose mili-
tary duties exposed them to high levels of noise and who
subsequently suffer from tinnitus or hearing loss.

Congress should amend the law to authorize increased
compensation based on a temporary total rating for
hospitalization or convalescence to be effective, for
payment purposes, on the date of admission to the hos-
pital or the date of treatment, surgery, or other cir-
cumstances necessitating convalescence.

Pensions

Congress should amend eligibility requirements in title
38, United States Code, chapter 15 to authorize nonser-
vice-connected disability pension benefits to veterans
who have been awarded the Armed Forces Expedi-
tionary Medal, Navy/Marine Corps Expeditionary
Medal, Purple Heart, Combat Infantryman’s Badge,
Combat Medical Badge, or Combat Action Ribbon for
participation in military operations not falling within an
officially designated or declared period of war.

Congress should authorize disability and indemnity el-
igibility at increased rates to survivors of deceased mil-
itary personnel on the same basis as that for the
survivors of totally disabled service-connected veterans.

�
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Congress should repeal the offset between dependency
and indemnity compensation and the Survivor Benefit
Plan.

Congress should lower the existing eligibility age for
reinstatement of disability and indemnity compensa-
tion to remarried survivors of service-connected veter-
ans from 57 years of age to 55 years of age.

READJUSTMENT BENEFITS

Housing Grants

Congress should establish a grant to cover the costs of
home adaptations for veterans who replace their spe-
cially adapted homes with new housing.

Congress should increase the allowance from $14,000
to $28,000 for those veterans meeting the criteria of the
first group and increase the allowance from $2,000 to
$5,000 for veterans meeting the criteria of the second
group. Then it should provide for automatic annual ad-
justments in the future to keep pace with inflation.

Automobile Grants and Adaptive
Equipment

Congress should increase the automobile allowance to
80 percent of the average cost of a new automobile in
2008 and then provide for automatic annual adjust-
ments based on the rise in the cost of living.

INSURANCE

Government Life Insurance

Congress should enact legislation to exempt the cash
value of, and dividends and proceeds from, VA life in-
surance policies from consideration in determining en-
titlement under other federal programs.

Congress should enact legislation to authorize the De-
partment of Veterans Affairs to revise its premium
schedule for Service Disabled Veterans’ Insurance to
reflect current mortality tables.

Congress should enact legislation to increase the max-
imum protection under base Service Disabled Veterans’
Insurance policies to $50,000.

Veterans’ Mortgage Life Insurance

Congress should increase the maximum coverage under
Veterans’ Mortgage Life Insurance from $90,000 to
$150,000.

General Operating
Expenses

VETERANS BENEFITS
ADMINISTRATION

Compensation and Pension Service

Congress should amend section 5103A(d)(1) to pro-
vide that when a claimant submits a private medical
opinion that is competent, credible, probative, and oth-
erwise adequate for rating purposes, the Secretary shall
not request another medical opinion from a Depart-
ment health-care facility.

Congress should amend title 38, U.S.C., section 5125,
insofar as it states that a claimant’s private examination
report “may” be accepted. The new language should
direct that the Department of Veterans Affairs “must”
accept such report if it is (1) provided by a competent

�

�
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Recommendations to Congress

health-care professional, (2) probative to the issue
being decided, (3) credible, and (4) otherwise adequate
for adjudicating such claim.

Should VA fail to undertake an extensive training pro-
gram to educate its adjudicators on how to weigh and
evaluate medical evidence or fail to require mandatory
and comprehensive testing of the claims process and
appellate staff, Congress should require mandatory
and comprehensive testing, under which VA will hold
trainees accountable.

Investments in VBA Initiatives

Congress should provide the Veterans Benefits Ad-
ministration adequate funding for its information tech-
nology initiatives to improve multiple information and
information-processing systems and to advance on-
going, approved, and planned initiatives, such as those
enumerated in this section. These IT programs should be
increased annually by a minimum of 5 percent or more.

Congress should continue to monitor current staffing
levels and ensure that they remain in place until such
time as the backlog is eliminated.

Once the backlog is eliminated, Congress could con-
sider staffing reductions in the VBA but only after en-
suring that quality problems are fully and adequately
addressed.

Congress should ensure through oversight that man-
agement and leadership reforms in the VBA are com-
pleted and permanent.

Vocational Rehabilitation and
Employment

Congress should authorize 1,375 total full-time employ-
ees for the Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment
Service for FY 2010.

Congress should amend title 38, United States Code, sec-
tion 3108 (f)(1)(A) to include recipients of chapter 33
benefits.

Education Service

Congress should support VA requests for additional full-
time employees at a level sufficient to minimize current
claims backlogs and to fully manage the new workload
they will incur with the addition of chapter 33 claims.

Judicial Review

THE COURT OF APPEALS FOR
VETERANS CLAIMS

Scope of Review: Enforce Fairness in the
Appeals Process
Congress should enact a joint resolution concerning
changes made to title 38, United States Code, section
7261 by the Veterans Benefits Act of 2002 indicating that
it was and still is the intent of Congress that the Court of
Appeals for Veterans Claims provide a more searching
review of the Board of Veterans’ Appeals findings of fact,
and that in doing so, ensure that it enforce a VA
claimant’s statutory right to the benefit of the doubt.

Congress should amend 38 U.S.C. section 7261(a) by
adding a new section, (a)(5), that states: “(5) In con-
ducting review of adverse findings under (a)(4), the
Court must agree with adverse factual findings in order
to affirm a decision.”

Congress should require the Court to consider and ex-
pressly state its determinations with respect to the ap-
plication of the benefit-of-the-doubt doctrine under 38
U.S.C., section 7261(b)(1), when applicable.

Congress should enact a Judicial Resources Preserva-
tion Act as described herein to preserve the Court’s lim-
ited resources and reduce the Court’s backlog.

Congress should enact a joint resolution indicating that
it is the sense of Congress that any new judges ap-
pointed to the Court be selected from the knowledge-
able pool of current veterans law practitioners.

Court Facilities

Congress should enact legislation and provide the fund-
ing necessary to construct a courthouse and justice cen-
ter for the Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims.
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Medical Care

FINANCE ISSUES

The Administration and Congress must provide suffi-
cient funding for VA health care to ensure that all eli-
gible veterans are able to receive VA medical services
without undue delays or restrictions. When the De-
partment of Veterans Affairs has calculated the cost to
reopen the system to all veterans, it should receive full
funding to accommodate priority group 8 veterans
who choose to use the VA system for their health-care
needs.

Congress should reform VA’s medical care appropria-
tion to give it an advance appropriation status, to pro-
vide funding for veterans’ health care one year or more
in advance of the operating year. This would ensure
funding becomes timely and predictable, without con-
verting it to mandatory status or requiring it to meet
Congressional PAYGO (pay-as-you-go) rules for
mandatory accounts.

Congress should require VA’s internal budget model to
be shared publicly to provide accurate estimates for VA
health-care funding, with the information audited by
the Government Accountability Office.

Congress should approve legislation that reforms the
VA health-care budget process by authorizing one-year
advance appropriations for VA Medical Care Ac-
counts: Medical Services, Medical Support and Com-
pliance, and Medical Facilities. The legislation should
also require the GAO to regularly audit, assess, and re-
port publicly to Congress on the integrity and accuracy
of VA’s budget forecasting model and its estimates.

Congress should include language in the budget reso-
lution that provides a waiver for points of order against
advance appropriations for VAMedical Care Accounts
without setting a dollar limitation on those accounts.

Congress should approve both the FY 2010 appropri-
ations for all VA accounts and an FY 2011 advance
appropriations bill for the three VA Medical Care Ac-
counts during the FY 2010 budget cycle.

Congress and the Administration must provide adequate
funding to support the Transition Assistance Program
and Disabled Transition Assistance Program managed
by the Department of Labor’s Veterans Employment and
Training Service to ensure that active duty, as well as

National Guard and reserve, service members do not fall
through the cracks while transitioning.

Congress should provide funds necessary in the Veter-
ans Health Administration’s FY 2010 appropriation to
fund VA’s fourth mission.

Because the fourth mission is increasingly important to
our national interests, funding for the fourth mission
should be included as a separate line item in the Med-
ical Care appropriation.

MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES

Congress should provide oversight to ensure that the De-
partment of Veterans Affairs maintains a full continuum
of mental health-care services across the system and en-
hance its efforts for oversight of VA’s mental health trans-
formation and implementation of VA’s National Mental
Health Strategic Plan and Uniform Mental Health Serv-
ices (UMHS) delivery initiative.

Given the urgency of ensuring the implementation of the
UMHS package, consideration should be given to hold-
ing Congressional oversight hearings as soon as possible
on the implementation strategy employed by the VA
Central Office for this initiative. Congress should require
VA to provide an assessment of resource requirements,
as well as a completion date for full implementation of
the UMHS package.

OEF/OIF ISSUES

Congress should formally authorize, and the Depart-
ment of Veterans Affairs should provide, a full range of
psychological and social support services, including
strong, effective case management, as an earned bene-
fit to family caregivers of veterans with service-con-
nected injuries or illnesses, especially for brain-injured
veterans.

�

�
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The President and Congress should sufficiently fund De-
partment of Defense and VA health-care systems to en-
sure these systems adapt to meet the unique needs of
the newest generation of combat service personnel and
veterans and continue to address the needs of previous
generations of veterans with post-traumatic stress dis-
order and other combat-related postdeployment mental
health challenges.

ACCESS ISSUES

Congress must exercise its oversight authority in
determining the rationale for the departure from the
Capital Asset Realignment for Enhanced Services and
the implementation of the Health Care Center Facility
initiative.

Congress must continue to adequately fund needed VA
construction projects and work to eliminate the existing
backlog of projects that are the result of previous years’
underfunding.

Veterans designated by the Department of Veterans Af-
fairs as being catastrophically disabled for the purpose
of enrollment in health-care eligibility priority group 4
should be exempt from all health-care copayments and
fees.

Congress should eliminate the requirement for veterans
to have used VA health-care services within the past 24
months to trigger reimbursement of emergency treat-
ment claims of enrolled veterans who would otherwise
be eligible.

Congress should provide oversight on the claims pro-
cessing for non-VA emergency care reimbursement to
determine if claims are generally paid timely and if rates
of denials for such claims are adjudicated similar to the
claims applicable to the policies of the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services and other payers who
operate under “prudent layperson” standards.

SPECIALIZED SERVICES

Prosthetics and Sensory Aids

Congress must ensure that appropriations are sufficient
to meet the prosthetics needs of all disabled veterans,
including the latest advances in technology so that fund-
ing shortfalls do not compromise other programs.

Congress should investigate any reports of VHA facili-
ties withholding surgeries for needed surgical implants
because of cost considerations.

The Independent Budget veterans service organizations
strongly support full implementation of VA’s new ampu-
tation system of care and encourage Congress to provide
adequate resources for staffing and training of this im-
portant program.

Congress must continue to work for increased funding for
VA and the Department of Defense to prevent, treat, and
cure tinnitus.

Special Needs Veterans

In implementing DOD/VA Vision Centers of Excellence
and the joint eye trauma registry created by the Na-
tional Defense Authorization Act of 2008, the Depart-
ments of Defense and Veterans Affairs must ensure
electronic exchange of essential information between
all eye care professionals in order to establish a seam-
less transition of eye care and improve long-term out-
comes through vision research. As it included in FY
2009 MILCON-VA appropriations to establish this reg-
istry, Congress should again provide $2 million for FY
2010 to complete this eye trauma registry.

Defense appropriations for FY 2010 must include
$6,780,000 for further implementation of the four Vision
Centers of Excellence located at BethesdaNational Naval
Medical Center, Brooke Army Medical Center, Madigan
ArmyMedical Center, and SanDiegoNNMC, andArmed
Services/VACommittee hearings on this joint program for
eye injured and hearing impaired must be held.

The Congressionally directed PeerMedical Research Pro-
gram must continue to include eye and vision research in
Defense appropriations, and DOD research funding on
eye trauma must be increased in FY 2010 to $8 million.

�
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Although theHouse of Representatives passedH.R. 6445
in the 110th Congress, Congress should reintroduce and
enact legislation amending title 38, United States Code to
prohibit the VA Secretary from collecting certain copay-
ments from veterans who are catastrophically disabled.

Congress should amend title 38 to provide beneficiary
travel reimbursement for catastrophically disabled veter-
ans who need to attend an inpatient rehabilitation center.

Congress should appropriate funding necessary to pro-
vide competitive salaries and bonuses for spinal cord
injury/dysfunction nurses.

Congress should establish a specialty pay provision for
nurses working in spinal cord injury centers.

Congress should ensure that sufficient, dedicated fund-
ing is provided for research into the health consequences
of Gulf War veterans’ service. The unique issues faced by
Gulf War veterans should not be lost in the urgency to
address other issues related to armed forces personnel
currently deployed.

Congress should provide funding to conduct research on
effective treatments for veterans suffering fromGulfWar
illness.

Congress must conduct oversight on the concerns
raised in the November 2008 report by the Research
Advisory Committee on Gulf War Veterans’ Illnesses
on the IOM’s Gulf War and Health reports.

Congress should make permanent the presumptive pe-
riod for undiagnosed illnesses, which is due to expire
September 30, 2011.

VA should request and Congress should appropriate at
least $3 million in FY 2010 to conduct a pilot screen-
ing program for veterans at high risk of developing lung
cancer based on collaboration with the International
Early Lung Cancer Action Program and should explore
the most effective way to partner with the Department
of Defense on its early detection program.

Congress should increase appropriations for the VAMed-
ical Services Account to strengthen the capacity of the VA
Health Care for Homeless Veterans programs; enable VA
to increase its mental health and addiction service capac-
ity; and enable VA to increase vision and dental care serv-
ices to homeless veterans as required by law.

Congress should authorize and appropriate funds for
competitive grants to community-based, faith-based,
and public organizations to provide health and sup-
portive services to formerly homeless veterans placed
in permanent housing.

Congress should increase appropriations for the
Homeless Veterans Reintegration Program (HVRP) to
the authorized level of $50 million. Funded by the U.S.
Department of Labor Veterans Employment and Train-
ing Service, HVRP is the only federal program wholly
dedicated to providing employment assistance to
homeless veterans and provides competitive grants to
community-based, faith-based, and public organiza-
tions to offer outreach, job placement, and supportive
services to homeless veterans.

Congress should increase appropriations for the Veter-
ans Workforce Investment Program (VWIP). Funded
by the DOL, the VWIP provides competitive grants to
states geared toward training and employment oppor-
tunities for veterans with service-connected disabilities,
those with significant barriers to employment (such as
homelessness), and recently separated veterans.

Congress should establish a Veterans Work Opportu-
nity Tax Credit program. The program would incen-
tivize the hiring of homeless veterans by providing
employers a tax credit equal to a percentage of the wage
paid to the homeless or other low-income veterans.

Congress should increase the authorization level of and
appropriations for the VAHomeless Provider Grant and
Per Diem (GPD) program to $200 million to meet the
need for additional transitional housing and service cen-
ter programs assistance. GPD provides competitive
grants to community-based, faith-based, and public or-
ganizations to offer transitional housing or service cen-
ters for homeless veterans. Special needs grant funding
under this program should increase for women veter-
ans, frail and elderly veterans, veterans with chronic
mental illness, and those who are terminally ill.

Congress should revise the GPD payment program to
allow payments to be related to service costs rather than
a capped rate. Grantees should be allowed to use GPD
funds, both in capital development projects and oper-
ating per diem payments, as a match to any other fed-
eral grant source. Grantees should also be allowed to
use other available sources of income besides the GPD
program to furnish services to homeless veterans.
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Congress should establish additional domiciliary care
capacity for homeless veterans, either within the VA sys-
tem or via contractual arrangements with community-
based providers when such services are not available
within VA.

Congress should provide and appropriate funding for an
additional 20,000 Section 8 vouchers for the HUD-Vet-
erans Affairs Supportive Housing Program, which pro-
vides permanent housing subsidies and case management
services to homeless veterans with mental and addictive
disorders, by appropriating additional funds for addi-
tional housing vouchers targeted to homeless veterans.

Congress should require applicants for Department of
Housing and Urban Development McKinney-Vento
homeless assistance funds to develop specific plans for
housing and services to homeless veterans. Organiza-
tions receiving these assistance funds should screen all
participants for military service and make referrals as
appropriate to VA and homeless veteran service
providers.

Congress should authorize and appropriate funds for a
targeted permanent housing assistance program to pre-
vent homelessness among low-income and formerly
homeless veterans.

Congress should assess all service members separating
from the armed forces to determine their risk of home-
lessness and provide life skills training to help them
avoid homelessness.

Congress should ensure VA facilities—in addition to
correctional, residential health care, and other custodial
facilities receiving federal funds (includingMedicare and
Medicaid reimbursement)—develop and implement
policies and procedures to ensure the discharge of per-
sons from such facilities into stable transitional or per-
manent housing and appropriate supportive services.
Discharge planning protocols should include providing
information about VA resources and assisting persons
in applying for income security and health security ben-
efits (such as Supplemental Security Income, Social Se-
curity Disability Insurance, VA disability compensation
and pension, and Medicaid) prior to release.

LONG-TERM-CARE ISSUES

Congress must hold appropriate long-term care hearings
to learn the specific issues of concern for aging veterans.
The information gleaned from these hearings must be
used by VA as it moves forward in the development of a
comprehensive strategic plan for long-term care.

Congress must provide the financial resources for VA to
implement its long-term-care strategic plan.

Congress must enforce and VA must abide by P.L. 106-
117 regarding VA’s nursing home average daily census ca-
pacity mandate.

VA and Congress must continue to provide the con-
struction grant and per diem funding necessary to sup-
port state veterans homes. Even though Congress has
approved full long-term-care funding for certain serv-
ice-connected veterans in State Veterans Homes under
P.L. 109-461, it must continue to provide resources to
support other veteran residents in these facilities and
to maintain the infrastructure. To that end, Congress
should provide state veterans homes $250 million in
construction grant funds for FY 2010.

Congress must conduct oversight on VA’s relationship
and use of community nursing homes to provide long-
term care to disabled veterans, and VA must do a bet-
ter job of tracking the quality of care provided in VA
contract CNHs. Unscheduled quality-of-care visits are
a good first step but accreditation requirements are a
better approach.

Given the evident growth in demand and to protect tra-
ditional VA institutional programs, Congress must pro-
vide additional resources and VA must increase its
capacity for noninstitutional, home, and community-
based care.

While assisted living is not currently a benefit that is
available to veterans (outside the two pilot programs
discussed above), The Independent Budget veterans
service organizations believe Congress should consider
providing an assisted living benefit to veterans as an al-
ternative to nursing home care.
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VA MEDICAL AND
PROSTHETIC RESEARCH

To keep its research funding predictable and stable, VA
requires at least $20 million per year to account for ris-
ing biomedical research costs. The Independent Budget
veterans service organizations believe an additional
$45 million in FY 2010 is needed for continued support
of new research initiatives and to raise the restrictive cap
on merit reviews. Thus, the President and Congress
should provide an increase of $65 million for VA re-
search in FY 2010, for a total of $575 million.

In keeping with VA’s crucial need to have stable, pre-
dictable funding so that it can effectively manage critical
multiyear proposals, the President and Congress should
fund the VAMedical and Prosthetic Research Account at
$596 million in FY 2011, and $617 million in FY 2012.

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

Congress must provide further oversight to ensure ad-
equate implementation of Public Law 108-445.

Congress should implement a title 38 specialty pay pro-
vision for VA nurses providing care in VA’s specialized
services areas, such as spinal cord injury, blind reha-
bilitation, mental health, and traumatic brain injury.

Congress should improve the provisions of VA’s Employee
Incentive Scholarship Program and Education Debt Re-
duction Program andmake them available more broadly
to all VA employees.

Congress must provide sufficient funding through reg-
ular appropriations that are provided on time and in-
clude resources to support programs to recruit and
retain critical nursing staff in VA health care, in partic-
ular, to support enlargement of the Nursing Academy.

Congress should provide adequate funding to reestab-
lish the Health Professions Scholarship Program.

Congress should provide oversight to ensure sufficient
nursing staffing levels and to regulate and reduce to a
minimumVA’s use of mandatory overtime for VA nurses.

Congress should provide the necessary funds to facili-
tate development and implementation of an appropri-
ate information technology infrastructure for VA’s
non-VA purchased care program.

If Congressional action is necessary to enable the Vet-
erans Health Administration to control and supervise
IT staff in VA health-care facilities and network offices
(more than 1,400 locations), Congress should permit
this change. If Congressional action is not required (as
The Independent Budget veterans service organizations
believe to be the case), the Secretary of Veterans Af-
fairs should take administrative action to effect reas-
signments of field IT staffs to the respective VHA
health-care facilities where they currently work.

Any strictures on VA’s ability to shift funds in or out of
IT financial accounts, whether by appropriations trans-
fers or by reprogramming, should be examined by
Congressional appropriations committee staffs to de-
termine if more flexibility is needed within the VA to
ensure continuity of operations of VA’s IT systems—
and particularly those affecting direct VA health care.

Congress should mandate a full-time chief consultant for
Physician Assistant Services within the Office of the
Under Secretary for Health. Implementation of this po-
sition should be required, with reports back to the chair-
men of the Committees on Veterans’ Affairs.

Congress should include the physician assistant occupa-
tion in any future legislation concerning health-care re-
tention, and education, training, and debt-reduction
programs.

Congress should formally authorize, and VA should
provide, a range of transitional psychological and so-
cial support services to family caregivers of veterans
with severe service-connected injuries or illnesses.

Congress should authorize a compensation system for
family caregivers of severely disabled veterans, intended
to make up for the loss of income resulting from full-
time caregiving, and to provide supplemental financial
support to maintain their homes.

Congress should require the Government Accountabil-
ity Office to examine the current Civilian Health and
Medical Program of Veterans Affairs to ensure the health
coverage available to full-time caregivers is adequate.

�
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CONSTRUCTION ISSUES

Congress and the Administration must ensure that there
are adequate funds for VA’s capital budget so that the
Department can properly invest in its physical assets to
protect their value and to ensure that it can continue to
provide health care in safe and functional facilities long
into the future.

Congress should consider the strengths of allowing the
Department of Veterans Affairs to carry over somemain-
tenance funding from one fiscal year to another so as to
reduce the temptation some VA hospital managers have
of inefficiently spending their nonrecurring maintenance
money at the end of a fiscal year for fear of losing it.

The Independent Budget veterans service organizations
anticipate VA’s analysis will find a need for funding sig-
nificantly greater than VA had identified in the 2004 Cap-
ital Asset Realignment for Enhanced Services report. As
VAmoves forward with its research facilities assessment,
the IBVSOs urge Congress to require VA to submit the
resulting report to the House and Senate Committees on
Veterans’ Affairs no later than October 1, 2009. This re-
port will ensure that the Administration and Congress are
well informed of VA’s funding needs for research infra-
structure so they may be fully considered at each stage of
the FY 2011 budget process.

To address the current shortfalls, the IBVSOs recom-
mend an appropriation in FY 2010 of $142 million,
dedicated to renovating existing VA research facilities in
line with the 2004 CARES findings.

To address the VA research infrastructure’s defective
funding mechanism, the IBVSOs encourage the Admin-
istration and Congress to support a new appropriations
account in FY 2010 and thereafter to independently de-
fine and separate VA research infrastructure funding
needs from those related to direct VAmedical care. This
division of appropriations accounts will empower VA
to address research facility needs without interfering
with the renovation and construction of VA direct
health-care infrastructure.

Congress must appropriate $20 million to provide
funding for each medical facility to develop an archi-
tectural master plan.

Career and
Occupational
Assistance Programs

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AND
EMPLOYMENT

Congress must provide the funding level to meet the
increasing veteran demand for VA Vocational Rehabil-
itation and Employment program services.

Congress needs to change the eligibility delimiting date
for VA Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment
services by eliminating the 12-year eligibility period for
chapter 31 benefits and allow all veterans with em-
ployment impediments or problems with independent
living to qualify for VR&E services.

Congress should eliminate the 30-month maximum re-
quirement for providing Independent Living services
and the statutory cap of 2,500 new Vocational Reha-
bilitation and Employment Independent Living pro-
gram participants because the effect of the cap and the
increasing veteran demand for services delays providing
needed IL programs to severely disabled veterans.

Congress should provide VAwith additional funding for
the Center for Veterans Enterprise so it can meet the in-
creasing veteran demand for entrepreneurial services.

Congress must fund the National Veterans Training Insti-
tute at an adequate level to ensure training is continued as
well as expanded to state and federal personnel who pro-
vide direct employment and training services to veterans
and service members in an ever-changing environment.

National Cemetery
Administration

NATIONAL CEMETERY
ADMINISTRATION ACCOUNTS

Congress should fund the State Cemetery Grants Pro-
gram at a level of $52 million.

�
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Congress should establish two categories of veterans for
the purpose of burial benefits: veterans within the acces-
sibilitymodel and veterans outside the accessibilitymodel.
Congress should increase the plot allowance from $300
to $1,150 for all eligible veterans and expand the eligi-
bility for the plot allowance to all veterans who would
be eligible for burial in a national cemetery, not just
those who served during wartime.

Congress should increase the service-connected burial
benefit from $2,000 to $6,160 for veterans outside the
radius threshold and to $2,793 for veterans inside the
radius threshold.

Congress should increase the nonservice-connected
burial benefit from $300 to $1,918 for veterans out-
side the radius threshold and to $854 for veterans in-
side the radius threshold.

Congress should enact legislation to adjust these bur-
ial benefits for inflation annually.

Recommendations to Congress
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Recommendations to the
Department of Veterans Affairs

Recommendations to VA

Benefit Programs

COMPENSATION AND PENSIONS

Compensation

The Department of Veterans Affairs should propose a
rule change in the Federal Register that would update
the mental health rating criteria to more accurately re-
flect the severe impact that psychiatric disabilities have
on veterans’ average earning capacity.

VA should amend its Schedule for Rating Disabilities to
provide a minimum 10 percent disability rating for any
hearing loss medically requiring a hearing aid.

General Operating
Expenses

VETERANS BENEFITS
ADMINISTRATION

VBA Management

To improve the management structure of the Veterans
Benefits Administration for purposes of enforcing pro-
gram standards and raising quality, the VA Under Sec-
retary for Benefits should give VBA program directors
more accountability for the performance of VA re-
gional office directors.

Compensation and Pension Service

The Department of Veterans Affairs should issue pro-
posed regulations to implement the recent amendment

of 38, United States Code, section 5103 as quickly as
possible. VA’s proposed regulations should include pro-
visions that will require it to notify a claimant, in ap-
propriate circumstances, of the elements that make
medical opinions adequate for rating purposes.

VA should undertake an extensive training program to
educate its adjudicators on how to weigh and evaluate
medical evidence. In addition, to complement recent
improvements in its training programs, VA should re-
quire mandatory and comprehensive testing of the
claims process and appellate staff. To the extent that
VA fails to provide adequate training and testing, Con-
gress should require mandatory and comprehensive
testing, under which VA will hold trainees accountable.

The VA Secretary’s upcoming report must focus on
how the Department will establish a quality assurance
and accountability program that will detect, track, and
hold responsible those VA employees who commit
errors, while simultaneously providing employee
motivation for the achievement of excellence. VA
should generate the report in consultation with veter-
ans service organizations most experienced in the
claims process.

Investments in VBA Initiatives

The Veterans Benefits Administration should revise its
training programs to stay abreast of IT program changes
and modern business practices.

The Department of Veterans Affairs should ensure that
recent funding specifically designated by Congress to
support the information technology (IT) needs of the
VBA, and of new VBA staff authorized in FY 2009, are
provided to the VBA as intended, and on an expedited
basis.

The chief information officer and Under Secretary for
Benefits should give high priority to the review and re-
port required by Public Law 110-389 and redouble
their efforts to ensure these ongoing VBA initiatives are
fully funded and accomplish their stated intentions.

�
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The VA Secretary should examine the impact of the
current level of IT centralization under the chief infor-
mation officer on these key VBA programs and, if war-
ranted, shift appropriate responsibility for their
management, planning, and budgeting from the chief
information officer to the Under Secretary for Benefits.

Medical Care

FINANCE ISSUES

The Department of Veterans Affairs should ensure that
objectives and performance measures are directly related
to each other and the strategic goal they support.

The Inspector General should periodically audit
databases used to manage key performance measures
and take steps to ensure that VA confirms the accuracy
of its performance measures and, thereby, the integrity
of its accountability systems.

VA should replace output measures with outcome
measures, and Congress should charge the Government
Accountability Office with review of key VA managers’
performance to ensure that they are accountable for
performance of functions over which they have direct
control.

The Department of Defense and VA must ensure that
service members have a seamless transition from mili-
tary to civilian life.

The DOD and VA must continue to develop electronic
medical records that are interoperable and bidirec-
tional, allowing for a two-way electronic exchange of
health information and occupational and environment
exposure data. These electronic exchanges should also
include an easily transferable electronic DD214.

The DOD and VA must fully establish the Joint Inter-
agency Program Office with permanent staff and clear
lines of responsibility, and finalize the draft implemen-
tation plan with set milestones and timelines for defin-
ing requirements to support interoperable health
records.

VA and the DODmust outline the requirements for as-
signing new or additional federal recovery coordina-
tors to military treatment facilities caring for severely
injured service members in concert with tracking work-
load, geographic distribution, and the complexity and
acuity of injured service members’ medical conditions.

Severely injured service members and veterans receiv-
ing treatment from the DOD and VA must have a clear
plan of rehabilitation and the necessary resources to
accomplish its goals.

VA and the DOD should make changes to the Disabil-
ity Evaluation System Pilot Project to meet the needs and
protect the rights of severely injured service members.

The Under Secretary for Health should firmly establish
and enforce policies that prevent veterans from being
billed for service-connected conditions and secondary
symptoms or conditions that relate to an original serv-
ice-connected disability rating.

The Under Secretary for Health should establish spe-
cific deadlines for the action plan to develop methods to
improve the electronic exchange of information about
service-connected conditions that exceed the maximum
of six currently captured in the Compensation and Pen-
sion Benefits Delivery Network master record.

VA’s cost-recovery system must be reviewed to deter-
mine how multiple and inappropriate billing errors are
occurring. Billing clerk training procedures must be in-
tensified and coding systems must be altered to prevent
inappropriate billing.

MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES

The Department of Veterans Affairs should appoint a
task group to study and recommend a budget appropri-
ate to support the Uniform Mental Health Services
(UMHS) initiative. The task group should determine
whether the Veterans Equitable Resource Allocation
(VERA)model will provide adequate funding for the full
continuum of services mandated by the UMHS hand-
book and make recommendations for future funding of
mental health services.

�
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VA should provide frequent periodic reports that in-
clude a facility-level accounting of the use of mental
health enhancement funds, as well as an accounting of
overall mental health expenditures, to Congressional
staff, veterans service organizations, and the Consumer
Liaisons Council of the VA Advisory Committee on the
Care of Veterans with Serious Mental Illness.

In keeping with the National Mental Health Strategic
Plan, Medical Services funding to support the Mental
Health Enhancement Initiative should be provided on
a recurring “earmarked” basis, outside of the VERA
system, until such time that VA is confident that the
programs within the initiative are sustainable. At a
minimum, the IBVSOs believe a five-year period for
such protection is necessary.

Given the urgency of ensuring the implementation of
the UMHS package, consideration should be given to
holding Congressional oversight hearings as soon as
possible on the implementation strategy employed by
the VA Central Office for this initiative. Congress
should require VA to provide an assessment of resource
requirements, as well as a completion date for full im-
plementation of the UMHS package.

VA must increase access to veteran and family-centered
mental health-care programs, including family therapy
and marriage counseling. These programs should be
available at all VA health-care facilities.

Veterans and family consumer councils should become
routine standing committees at all VA medical centers.
These councils should include the active participation
of veteran health-care consumers, their families, and
their representatives.

A task force, composed of experts from the Veterans
Benefits Administration, Veterans Health Administra-
tion mental health staff, veterans service organizations,
and disabled veterans, should be assembled to explore
potential barriers and disincentives to mental health
care and the VA disability compensation system.

VA and the Department of Defense should track and
publicly report performance measures relevant to their
mental health and substance-use disorder programs.
VA should focus intensive efforts to improve and in-
crease early intervention and the prevention of sub-
stance abuse in the veteran population.

The VA Advisory Committee on the Care of Veterans
with Serious Mental Illness should be redesignated as a
secretarial-level committee onmental health, armed with
independent reporting responsibility to Congress.

VA and the DOD must ensure that veterans and service
members receive adequate screening for mental health
needs. When problems are identified with screening,
providers should use nonstigmatizing approaches to en-
roll them in early treatment in order to mitigate the de-
velopment of chronic illness and disability.

VA should invest in research on effective stigma reduc-
tion, readjustment, prevention, and treatment of acute
post-traumatic stress disorder in combat veterans; in-
crease its funding for evidence-based post-traumatic
stress disorder treatment programs; and conduct trans-
lational research on how best to disseminate this state-
of-the-art care across the system. VA should conduct an
assessment of the current availability of evidence-based
care, including for PTSD, identify shortfalls by site of
care, and calculate the resources necessary to provide
universal access to evidence-based care.

OEF/OIF ISSUES

The Department of Defense and Department of Veter-
ans Affairs must invest in research for individuals who
suffer from postdeployment mental health challenges
and traumatic brain injury, to close information gaps
and plan more effectively. Both agencies should con-
duct more research into the consequences of traumatic
brain injury and develop best practices in its screening,
diagnosis, and treatment.

VA should work more effectively with the DOD to es-
tablish a seamless transition of early intervention serv-
ices to obtain effective treatments for war-related
mental health problems, including substance-use dis-
orders, in returning service members.

Congress should formally authorize, and VA should
provide, a full range of psychological and social sup-
port services, including strong, effective case manage-

�
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ment, as an earned benefit to family caregivers of vet-
erans with service-connected injuries or illnesses, espe-
cially for brain-injured veterans.

The VA system must continue to improve access to spe-
cialized services for veterans with mental illness, post-
traumatic stress disorder, and substance-use disorders,
commensurate with their prevalence and must ensure
that recovery from mental illness, with all its positive
benefits, becomes VA’s guiding beacon.

VA should initiate surveys and other research to as-
sess the variety of barriers to VA care for veterans of
Operations Enduring and Iraqi Freedom, with special
emphasis on reservists and guardsmen returning to vet-
eran status after combat deployments, rural and re-
mote veterans, and women veterans. These surveys
should assess barriers among all OEF/OIF veterans—
not only the subset who actually enroll or otherwise
contact VA for health care or other services.

The DOD andVAmust increase the number of providers
who are trained and certified to deliver evidenced-based
care for postcombat PTSD and major depression.

The DOD and VA should increase outreach efforts to in-
clude Internet options and amend current policies to en-
courage service members and veterans to seek the care
they need without fear of stigma.

VA should promote and expand programs for the care
and treatment of the unique needs of women veterans
with a focus on women who have served in OEF/OIF.

TheDODandVA should align policies and procedures to
maximize information sharing while protecting the pri-
vacy and confidentiality of servicemembers’ and veterans’
health records.

ACCESS ISSUES

The Veterans Health Administration should make ex-
ternal comparisons to measuring its performance in
providing timely access to care.

The VHA should fully implement complementary as-
pects of the Institute for Healthcare Improvement’s Ad-
vanced Clinic Access principles and measures for
primary and specialty care to maximize productivity
of clinical care resources by identifying additional high-
volume clinics that could benefit.

The Department of Veterans Affairs should consider im-
plementing complementary recommendations con-
tained in the Booz Allen Hamilton “Patient Scheduling
andWaiting Times Measurement Improvement Study.”

The VHA should certify the validity and quality of
waiting time data from its 50 high-volume clinics to
measure performance of networks and facilities.

The VHA should complete implementation of the eight
recommendations for corrective action in the July 8,
2005, report by VA’s Office of Inspector General.

VAmust ensure that schedulers receive adequate annual
training on scheduling policies and practices in accor-
dance with the Inspector General’s recommendations.

The VHA should consider consolidating contracted
community-based outpatient clinics at the VA medical
center or network levels. This would ensure consistent
requirements, pricing, and performance measurements,
along with simplified contract administration. Aggre-
gating CBOC contracting would allow VAMCs and the
VHA to derive increased efficiencies within the CBOC
program while simultaneously furthering VHA efforts
to ensure clinical excellence in contracted CBOCs.
Moreover, this approach would deliver a number of
benefits to veterans including enhanced access, greater
continuity of care, and a more standardized primary
care benefit.

The VHA must ensure that CBOCs are staffed by clin-
ically appropriate providers capable of meeting the
needs of veterans.

The VHAmust develop and use clinically specific refer-
ral protocols to guide patient management in cases in
which a patient’s condition calls for expertise or equip-
ment not available at the facility at which the need is
recognized.

The VHA must ensure that all CBOCs fully meet the
accessibility standards set forth in Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act.

�
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VAmust ensure that the distance veterans travel, as well
as other hardships they face, be considered in VA’ s poli-
cies in determining the appropriate location and setting
for providing direct VA health-care services.

VA must fully support the right of rural veterans to
health care and insist that funding for additional rural
care and outreach be specifically appropriated for this
purpose, and not be the cause of reduction in highly
specialized urban and suburban VA medical programs
needed for the care of sick and disabled veterans.

The Office of Rural Health (ORH) should seek and co-
ordinate the implementation of novel methods and
means of communication, including use of the World
Wide Web and other forms of telecommunication and
telemetry, to connect rural and highly rural veterans to
VA health-care facilities, providers, technologies, and
therapies, including greater access to their personal
health records, prescription medications, and primary
and specialty appointments.

The ORH should be organizationally elevated in VA’s
Central Office and be provided staff augmentation
commensurate with its responsibilities and goals.

The VHA should establish at least one full-time rural
liaison position in each Veterans Integrated Service Net-
work, and more if appropriate, with the exception of
VISN 3 (urban New York City).

In cognizance of section 213 of Public Law 109-461,
VA should be required to report to Congress the degree
of its success in conducting effective outreach and the
results of its efforts in public-private and intergovern-
mental coordination to help rural veterans.

VA should ensure that mandated outreach efforts in
rural areas required by Public Law 109-461 be closely
coordinated with the ORH.

Additional mobile Vet Centers should be established to
provide outreach and counseling for veterans in rural
and highly rural areas.

Through its affiliations with schools of the health pro-
fessions, VA should develop a policy to help supply
health profession clinical personnel to rural VA facilities
and practitioners to rural areas in general. The VHAOf-
fice of Academic Affiliations, in conjunction with the
ORH, should develop a specific initiative aimed at tak-

ing advantage of VA’s affiliations to meet clinical
staffing needs in rural VA locations.

Recognizing that in areas of particularly sparse veteran
population and absence of VA facilities, the VA ORH
should sponsor and establish demonstration projects
with available providers of mental health and other
health-care services for enrolled veterans, taking care to
observe and protect VA’s role as coordinator of care.
The projects should be reviewed and guided by the
Rural Veterans Advisory Committee. Funding should
be made available to the ORH to conduct these
demonstration and pilot projects outside of the Veter-
ans Equitable Resource Allocation system, and VA
should report the results of these projects to the Com-
mittees on Veterans’ Affairs.

At highly rural VA community-based outpatient clinics,
VA should establish a staff function of rural outreach
worker to collaborate with rural and frontier non-VA
providers, to coordinate referral mechanisms to
ease referrals by private providers to direct VA health
care when available or VA-authorized care by other
agencies.

Rural outreach workers in VA’s rural CBOCs should
receive funding and authority to enable them to pur-
chase and provide transportation vouchers and other
mechanisms to promote rural veterans’ access to VA
health-care facilities that are distant to their rural res-
idences. This transportaion program should be inau-
gurated as a pilot program in a small number of
facilities. If successful as an effective access tool for
rural and highly rural veterans who need access to VA
care and services, it should be expanded.

VA must establish a more transparent and open system
that involves all stakeholders in addressing future con-
struction initiatives.

Veterans designated by VA as being catastrophically
disabled for the purpose of enrollment in health-care
eligibility priority group 4 should be exempt from all
health-care copayments and fees.

Recommendations to VA
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SPECIALIZED SERVICES

Prosthetics and Sensory Aids

The Veterans Health Administration must continue to
nationally centralize and fence all funding for pros-
thetics and sensory aids.

The VHA should continue to utilize the Prosthetics Re-
sources Utilization Workgroup to monitor prosthetics
expenditures and trends.

The VHA should continue to allocate prosthetics funds
based on prosthetics expenditure data derived from the
National Prosthetics Patient Database (NPPD), as well
as program expansion needs.

VHA senior leadership should continue to hold field
managers accountable for ensuring that data are prop-
erly entered into the NPPD.

The VHA should continue the Prosthetics Clinical
Management Program (PCMP) provided the goals are
to improve the quality and accuracy of VA prosthetics
prescriptions and the quality of the devices issued.

The VHA must reassess the PCMP to ensure that the
clinical guidelines produced are not used as means to
inappropriately standardize or limit the types of pros-
thetic devices that VA will issue to veterans or other-
wise place intrusive burdens on veterans.

The VHA must continue to exempt certain prosthetic
devices and sensory aids from standardization efforts.
National contracts must be designed to meet individual
patient needs, and single-item contracts should be
awarded to multiple vendors/providers with reasonable
compliance levels.

The VHA should ensure that clinicians are allowed to
prescribe prosthetic devices and sensory aids on the
basis of patient needs and medical condition, not based
on costs associated with equipment and services. VHA
clinicians must be permitted to prescribe devices that
are “off-contract” without arduous waiver procedures
or fear of repercussions.

The VHA should ensure that its prosthetics and sensory
aids policies and procedures, for both clinicians and ad-
ministrators, are consistent with standard practices of
care and defined services including prescribing, order-

ing, and purchasing items based on patient’s needs—
not cost considerations.

The VHAmust ensure that new prosthetic technologies
and devices that are available on the market are appro-
priately and timely issued to veterans.

The VHA should continue ongoing evaluation of the pur-
chasing and inventory guidelines necessary to provide
timely and appropriate appliances for female veterans.

VA should increase funding for Prosthetics and Sensory
Aids Service (PSAS) information technology systems
projects. VA should consider dedicating full-time re-
sources to PSAS IT systems to ensure these functions
are enhanced in a timely manner.

VA must make certain that Veterans Integrated Service
Network prosthetics representatives have a direct line of
authority over all prosthetics’ employees throughout the
VISN, including all prosthetics and orthotics personnel.

The VHA should ensure that VISN prosthetics repre-
sentatives do not have collateral duties as prosthetics
representatives for local VA facilities within their VISNs.

The VHA must provide a single VISN budget for pros-
thetics and ensure that the VPR has control of and re-
sponsibility for that budget.

The VHA should set and enforce a five-day notifica-
tion for a denial of prosthetics requests to the veteran.

VA must fully fund and support its National Prosthetics
Representative Training Program, expanding the pro-
gram to meet current shortages and future projections,
with responsibility and accountability assigned to the
chief consultant for the PSAS.

VA must establish a full-time national training coordi-
nator for the PSAS to ensure standardized training and
development of personnel for all occupations within
the Prosthetics service line. This will ensure successful
career path development.

The VHA must work to increase the number of training
slots in theNational Prosthetics Training Program to keep
pace with the number of vacancies within the VHA for
prosthetics representatives.
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The VHA and its VISN directors must ensure that
prosthetics departments are staffed by certified profes-
sional personnel or contracted staff who can maintain
and repair the latest technological prosthetic devices.

The VHA must require VISN directors to reserve suf-
ficient training funds to sponsor prosthetics training
conferences, meetings, and online training for all serv-
ice line personnel.

The VHAmust ensure that the PSAS ProgramOffice and
VISN directors work collaboratively to select candidates
for vacant VISN prosthetic representative positions who
are competent to carry out the responsibilities of these
positions.

The VHA must assess functional statements of all hy-
brid title 38 prosthetics employees to meet the com-
plexities of programs throughout the VHA and must
attract and retain qualified individuals.

VA must maintain its role as a world leader in prosthet-
ics research and ensure that VA Research and Develop-
ment and the Prosthetics and Sensory Aids Service work
collaboratively to expeditiously apply new technology
development and transfer to maximally restore a vet-
eran’s quality of life.

VA should expeditiously implement the proposed sys-
tem of amputation care providing proper staffing lev-
els and training to ensure VA provides superior health
services for aging and newly injured veterans who need
these unique services.

The VHAmust rededicate itself to the excellence of pro-
gram for hearing loss and tinnitus as well as other audi-
tory processing disorders.

The VHA must continue its work with networks, to
restore clinical staff resources in both inpatient and
outpatient audiology programs, and develop tinnitus
components to existing audiology facilities.

Special Needs Veterans

The VeteransHealth Administrationmust restore the bed
capacity and full staffing levels in the blind rehabilitation
centers to the level that existed at the time of the passage
of Public Law 104-262.

The VHA must continue its three-year plan for full con-
tinuum of care outpatient programs for blinded and low-

vision veterans that SecretaryNicholson promised in Jan-
uary 2007. Congress should ensure the program’s imple-
mentation by providing $9.5 million in FY 2010 for
completion of 54 new sites.

In implementing DOD/VA Vision Centers of Excellence
and the joint eye trauma registry created by the National
Defense Authorization Act of 2008, the Department of
Defense and Department of Veterans Affairs must ensure
electronic exchange of essential information between all
eye care professionals in order to establish a seamless
transition of eye care and improve long-term outcomes
through vision research.

The VHA must require the networks to restore clinical
staff resources in inpatient blind rehabilitation centers
and increase the number of full-time Visual Impairment
Services Team coordinators.

The VHA should ensure that the spinal cord injury/dys-
function continuum of care model is available to all vet-
erans across the country with spinal cord injury or
dysfunction. VA must also continue mandatory national
training for “spoke” facilities.

The Department of Veterans Affairs should develop a
comprehensive continuum of care model for SCI/D pa-
tients that includes other diseases of the neurological
system, such as multiple sclerosis and amyotrophic lat-
eral sclerosis.

The VHA needs to centralize policies and funding for
systemwide recruitment and retention bonuses for nurs-
ing staff.

VA should cease work on the revised plan involving the
division of the SCI service in Denver and continue mov-
ing forward with the plan outlined by the Capital Asset
Realignment for Enhanced Services (CARES) process.

VA should commission the National Academy of Sci-
ences’ Institute of Medicine to update the “2001 Gulf
War Veterans: Treating Symptoms and Syndromes” re-
port determine whether there are effective treatments
for veterans suffering from Gulf War illness and
whether these veterans are receiving appropriate care.

VA should change the current direction of its Gulf War
illness research and separate its focus on ill Gulf War
veterans and their health concerns from its focus on the
health concerns of veterans of Operations Enduring and
Iraqi Freedom.
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VA should provide a more timely Gulf War Veterans In-
formation System report and delineateOperations Endur-
ing and Iraqi Freedom veterans from Gulf War veterans.

VA should issue regulations to add brucellosis, campy-
lobacter jejuni, Q fever, malaria, mycobacterium tuber-
culosis, nontyphoid salmonella, shigella, visceral
leishmaniasis and West Nile fever as presumptive con-
ditions based on service in the Persian Gulf War.

VA should request and Congress should appropriate at
least $3 million in FY 2010 to conduct a pilot screen-
ing program for veterans at high risk of developing
lung cancer based on collaboration with the Interna-
tional Early Lung Cancer Action Program and should
explore the most effective way to partner with the De-
partment of Defense on its early detection program.

VA should conduct a comprehensive assessment of its
women veterans’ health programs and report the find-
ings to Congress, along with an action plan to improve
quality and reduce disparities in health-care services for
women receiving VA care. The Government Accounta-
bility Office should review and report to Congress on
the results of VA’s assessment.

VA should redesign its women veterans care-delivery
model and establish an integrated system of health-care
delivery that covers a comprehensive continuum of care
and serves as a best practice in the field.

VA should adopt a policy of transparent information shar-
ing and initiate quarterly public reporting of all quality, ac-
cess, and patient satisfaction data, including a report on
quality and performance data stratified by gender.

VA should ensure that women veterans have access to
comprehensive primary care services (including gender-
specific care) at every VA facility. Collaborative care mod-
els incorporating mental health providers into women
veterans’ primary care teams should become the norm
rather than the exception.

VA should implement and support at least one full-time
women veterans programmanager in women’s health at
every VA medical center and large multispecialty com-
munity-based outpatient clinic.

VA should fund a prospective, longitudinal long-term
research study of the health consequences of women
veterans’ service in Afghanistan and Iraq. The research

should include both telephone surveys and periodic
health examinations of deployed and nondeployed
women veterans.

VA should complete and report to Congress its compre-
hensive study of the barriers to health care experienced by
recently dischargedwomen veterans. The study should ex-
plore the perceptions and experiences ofwomenwho have
tried to access health-care services at VA facilities.

VA health-care providers should make every effort to re-
duce women’s unnecessary exposure to radiation and
pharmaceutical teratogens. VA should facilitate providers’
ability to identify compounds associatedwith an increased
risk of birth defects and immediately revise the pharmacy
package to provide alerts for potential teratogens to pre-
scribe towomen veterans less than 50 years of age.Women
veterans should be offered a sexual function and safe-sex-
practices screen annually.

VA’s sexual trauma programs should be enhanced by re-
quiring consistent training and certification of health-
care personnel across all medical and mental health
disciplines on techniques for screening women at risk
for military sexual trauma, effective care and treatment
options, and evidence-based clinical practice guidelines
for sexual trauma survivors.

VA should develop a pilot program to provide child care
services for veterans who are the primary caregivers of
children, while they receive intensive health-care serv-
ices for post-traumatic stress disorder, mental health,
and other therapeutic programs requiring privacy and
confidentiality.

VA should assess and develop a plan to enhance the pro-
vision of integrated readjustment and related mental
health-care services for women veterans at VA’s facilities,
including Vet Centers.

VA should concentrate on improving services for women
with serious physical disabilities and evaluate all VA’s spe-
cialized services to ensure women have equal access to
these programs.

VA’s Women Veterans Advisory and Minority Veterans
Advisory Committees should include veteranswho served
in Afghanistan or Iraq.

VA should expand its continuing and graduatemedical ed-
ucation programs for women’s health.
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VA should establish a new program of Women Veterans
Research, Education, and Clinical Centers modeled after
the Geriatric Research, Education, and Clinical Centers.

VA should improve its outreach efforts to help ensure
homeless veterans gain access to VA health and benefits
programs.

LONG-TERM-CARE ISSUES

The Department of Veterans Affairs must develop a
more robust Long-Term Care Planning Model to en-
sure that strategic planning, program management,
policy decisions, budget formulation, and oversight are
able to meet the growing need of veterans of all ages
for long-term care.

Congress must hold appropriate long-term care hearings
to learn the specific issues of concern for aging veterans.
The information gleaned from these hearings must be
used by VA as it moves forward in the development of
a comprehensive strategic plan for long-term care.

VA must develop a more detailed comprehensive strate-
gic plan for long-term care that includes milestones for
oversight purposes and such a plan must ensure that it
meets the current and future needs of America’s veterans.

Congress must enforce and VA must abide by P.L. 106-
117 regarding VA’s nursing home average daily census ca-
pacity mandate.

VA and Congress must continue to provide the con-
struction grant and per diem funding necessary to sup-
port state veterans homes. Even though Congress has
approved full long-term-care funding for certain serv-
ice-connected veterans in state veterans homes under
P.L. 109-461, it must continue to provide resources to
support other veteran residents in these facilities and
to maintain the infrastructure. To that end, Congress
should provide state veterans homes $250 million in
construction grant funds for FY 2010.

Congress must conduct oversight on VA’s relationship
and use of community nursing homes to provide long-
term care to disabled veterans, and VA must do a bet-

ter job of tracking the quality of care provided in VA
contract community nursing homes. Unscheduled qual-
ity-of-care visits are a good first step but accreditation
requirements are a better approach.

Given the evident growth in demand and to protect tra-
ditional VA institutional programs, Congress must pro-
vide additional resources and VA must increase its
capacity for noninstitutional, home, and community-
based care.

The Veterans Health Administration must update its
noninstitutional extended care directive and information
letter to ensure that each noninstitutional long-term-care
program mandated by P.L. 106-117 is operational and
available across the entire VA health-care system.

VA should continue the “culture change” transforma-
tion; ensure that VA medical center executive staff and
the community living center nurse manager and staff
are involved and committed to this initiative; and issue
a report measuring the expected increased satisfaction
in VA community living centers.

VA should ensure all veterans in receipt of hospice care,
whether referred by VA or identified by the commu-
nity hospice agency, be provided, at a minimum, all
services within the VA medical benefits package re-
gardless of the payer of services.

VA should ensure all dependents of veterans in receipt
of hospice care, whether referred by VA or identified by
the community hospice agency, be made aware of all
ancillary VA benefits to which they may be entitled.

VA should enhance this service to reduce the variabil-
ity across a veteran’s continuum of care by, at a mini-
mum, allowing the veteran’s primary treating physician
to approve respite care in excess of 30 days, making
more flexible the number of hours/days of respite care
provided to veterans and their caregivers, and elimi-
nating applicable copayments.

VA should expand the care coordination program to
reduce the incidence of acute medical episodes and, in
some cases, prevent or delay the need for institutional
or long-term nursing home care.

VA should not require veterans to use personal funds,
such as their service-connected disability benefits, to
avail themselves of the type of noninstitutional long-term
care provided by the medical foster homes program.

Recommendations to VA
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VA’s Office of Geriatrics and Extended Care should en-
courage veterans to use VA’s MyHealtheVet website.

Serious geographical gaps exist in specialized long-
term-care services (nursing home care) for veterans
with spinal cord injury or spinal cord disease. As VA
develops its construction plan for nursing home con-
struction, it must provide a minimum of 15 percent
bed space to accommodate the specialized spinal cord
injury nursing home needs nationally. VA must start
by implementing the Capital Asset Realignment for En-
hanced Services spinal cord injury/dysfunction (SCI/D)
long-term-care recommendations. VA must develop a
more detailed facility by facility mechanism to locate
and identify veterans with SCI/D and other cata-
strophically injured veterans residing in non-SCI/D
long-term-care facilities.

VA should develop a VA nursing home care staff training
program for all VA long-term-care employees who treat
veterans with SCI/D and other catastrophic disabilities.

While assisted living is not currently a benefit that is
available to veterans (outside the two pilot programs
discussed above), The Independent Budget veterans
service organizations believe Congress should consider
providing an assisted living benefit to veterans as an al-
ternative to nursing home care.

VA’s 2004 Assisted Living Pilot Program report seems
most favorable and assisted living appears to be an un-
qualified success. However, to gain further under-
standing of how the ALPP can benefit veterans, it
should be replicated in at least three Veterans Inte-
grated Service Networks with a high percentage of eld-
erly veterans. The IBVSOs hope the new pilot program
authorized by the National Defense Authorization Act
for Fiscal Year 2008 can be a means of evaluating as-
sisted living as an innovative option for meeting long-
term-care needs of elderly veterans.

VA MEDICAL AND
PROSTHETIC RESEARCH

To keep its research funding predictable and stable, the
Department of Veterans Affairs requires at least $20mil-
lion per year to account for rising biomedical research
costs. The Independent Budget veterans service organi-
zations believe an additional $45 million in FY 2010 is
needed for continued support of new research initiatives
and to raise the restrictive cap on merit reviews. Thus,
the President and Congress should provide an increase
of $65 million for VA research in FY 2010, for a total of
$575 million.

In keeping with VA’s crucial need to have stable, pre-
dictable funding so that it can effectively manage critical
multiyear proposals, the President and Congress should
fund the VAMedical and Prosthetic Research Account at
$596 million in FY 2011, and $617 million in FY 2012.

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

The Department of Veterans Affairs must work ag-
gressively to eliminate outdated, outmoded VA-wide
personnel policies and procedures to streamline the hir-
ing process and avoid recruitment delays that serve as
barriers to VA employment.

VA must implement an energized succession plan in its
medical and regional offices that utilizes the experience
and expertise of current employees as well as improves
existing human resources policies and procedures.

VA facilities must fully utilize recruitment and reten-
tion tools, such as relocation and retention bonuses, a
locality pay system for VA nurses, and education schol-
arship and loan payment programs as employment in-
centives, in both the Veterans Health Administration
and the Veterans Benefits Administration.

VA must provide adequate oversight to ensure that all
medical facilities correctly and consistently administer
locality pay in accordance with VA policy.

�
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VA must develop a more aggressive recruitment strat-
egy that provides employment incentives that attract
and encourage affiliated health professions students,
and new graduates in all degree programs of affiliate
institutions, to commit to VA employment.

VAmust becomemore flexible with its work schedules to
meet the needs of today’s health-care and benefits pro-
fessionals and must provide other employment benefits,
such as child care, that will make VA employment more
attractive.

VA should establish recruitment programs that enable
the Veterans Health Administration to remain com-
petitive with private-sector marketing strategies.

Each VHA medical center should designate sufficient
staff with volunteer management experience to be re-
sponsible for recruiting volunteers, developing volun-
teer assignments, and maintaining a program that
formally recognizes volunteers for their contributions.
The positions must also include experience in main-
taining, accepting, and properly distributing donated
funds and donated items for the medical center.

Each VHA medical center should develop nontradi-
tional volunteer assignments, including assignments
that are age-appropriate and contemporary.

VA should establish a contract care coordination program
that incorporates the Preferred Pricing Program discussed
herein, based on principles of sound medical manage-
ment, and tailored to VA and veterans’ specific needs. The
Preferred Pricing Program should also be enhanced and
leveraged to develop pilots to address the needs of rural
veteran access issues as well as a formal surge capability.
Veterans who receive private care at VA expense and
authorization should be required to participate in the
care-coordination program, with limited exceptions.

VA and any care coordinator should jointly develop
identifiable measures to assess program results and
share results with Congress and stakeholders, includ-
ing The Independent Budget veterans service organiza-
tions. Care should be taken to ensure inclusion of
important VA academic affiliates in this program.

The components of a care-coordination program
should include claims processing, health records man-
agement, and centralized appointment scheduling.

VA also should develop a series of tailored pilot pro-
grams to provide VA-coordinated care in a selected
group of rural communities. As part of these pilots, VA
should measure the relative costs, quality, satisfaction,
degree of access improvements, and other appropriate
variables, as compared to similar measurements of a
like group of veterans in VA health care. In addition,
the national Preferred Pricing Program’s network of
providers should be leveraged in this effort. Each pilot
also should be closely monitored by the VA’s Rural Vet-
erans Advisory Committee. These same pilots can in
turn be tailored to create a more formal surge capabil-
ity addressing future access needs.

VA should establish a mechanism to track contract ex-
penditures within the Project HERO pilot network that
include cost comparisons to existing contract costs.

VA should develop a set of quality standards that con-
tract care providers must meet that are equivalent to
the quality of care veterans receive within the VA sys-
tem. Any Project HERO provider should be held to this
standard.

VA should provide Congress, and make publicly avail-
able, the results of the first year of operations under the
Project HERO initiative, including both quality and
cost data.

When VA preauthorizes non-VA medical care for a vet-
eran, it should coordinate with the chosen health-care
provider for both the veteran’s care and payment of
medical services. Service-connected veterans should not
be required to negotiate payment terms with private
providers for authorized fee-basis care or pay out-of-
pocket for such services.

VA should continue to pursue the regulatory changes
needed for its payment methodology to provide equi-
table payments for the care veterans receive in the
community.

VA should provide the necessary support and place a
higher priority for a long-term solution to standardize
business practice in the non-VA purchased care pro-
gram to allow efficient and timely processing of claims.

The VHA should regain at least partial—if not total—
authority over health care-related information technol-
ogy used within the VA health-care systems clinical,
research, and education environment. The VHA should
regain its authority for planning, programming, operat-

Recommendations to VA
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ing, and budgeting information technology matters that
directly affect delivery of health care to enrolled veter-
ans, and those directly affecting the conduct of VA’s sen-
sitive biomedical research and development programs.
In regaining some management responsibility, the VHA
should establish policies and procedures that ensure co-
ordination with the VA chief information officer to guar-
antee compliancewith all federallymandated information
technology security requirements, in a manner congruent
with the VHA responsibilities as a direct health-care serv-
ice provider.

Because of its critical nature and tie to quality of health
care, the HealtheVet next-generation IT development
should be provided a dedicated contracting and legal
review team to expedite decisions that move this key
project forward.

The case management system should be seamless for
veterans and family caregivers. Case manager advo-
cates must be empowered to assist with medical ben-
efits and family support services, including vocational
services, financial services, and child care services.

VA should provide psychological support services to
the family caregivers of severely injured and ill veter-
ans. This support must include relationship and mar-
riage counseling, family counseling, and related
assistance to the family in coping with the inevitable
stress and discouragement of caring for a seriously
disabled veteran. These services should be made avail-
able at every VA facility that cares for severely disabled
veterans of Operations Enduring and Iraqi Freedom.

VA should establish clear policies outlining the expecta-
tion that every VA nursing home and adult day health-
care program provide appropriate facilities and programs
for respite care for severely injured or ill veterans. These
facilities should be restructured to be age-appropriate,
with strong rehabilitation goals suited to the needs of a
younger population, rather than expecting younger vet-
erans to blend with the older generation typically resid-
ing in VA nursing home care units and adult day
health-care programs. VA must adapt its services to the
particular needs of this new generation of disabled vet-
erans and not simply require these veterans to accept
what VA chooses to offer.

VA should develop support materials for family care-
givers, including the following:

• A “Caregiver Toolkit” available in hard copy and
from the Internet—to supplement the recently pub-
lished “National Resource Directory,” which may
not be fully responsive to their needs. This should
include a concise “recovery road map” to assist
families in understanding, and maneuvering
through, the complex systems of care and resources
available to them.

• Social support and advocacy support for the family
caregivers of severely injured veterans, including:

� Peer support groups, facilitated and assisted
by committed VA staff members;

� Appointment of caregivers to local and VA net-
work patient councils and other advisory bod-
ies within the Veterans Health Administration
and Veterans Benefits Administration; and

� A monitored chat room, interactive discus-
sion groups, or other online tools for the fam-
ily caregivers of severely disabled OEF/OIF
veterans, through My HealtheVet or another
appropriate web-based platform.

VA should enhance its respite care services to reduce
the variability across a veteran’s continuum of care by
allowing the veteran’s primary treating physician to ap-
prove respite care in excess of 30 days; making the ben-
efit more flexible by increasing the number of
hours/days, overnight respite, and weekend respite care
provided to veterans and their caregivers; and by elim-
inating applicable copayments.

Clarification is needed regarding the application of the
Family and Medical Leave Act to address the special
needs of the families of severely injured veterans, in-
cluding increasing the duration of family leave time
that is authorized by that act and adding additional
employment protections for parents who are caregivers
of severely disabled veterans of OEF/OIF.

To better serve family caregivers of severely injured
veterans, VA should conduct a baseline and succeed-
ing national surveys of caregivers of seriously injured
veterans that will yield statistically representative data
for policy and planning purposes.

VA should conduct caregiver assessments to identify the
particular problems, needs, resources, and strengths of
family caregivers of severely injured service members
and determine appropriate support services and help
the caregiver maintain her or his health and well-being.
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CONSTRUCTION ISSUES

The Department of Veterans Affairs must dramatically
increase funding for nonrecurring maintenance in line
with the 2 percent to 4 percent total that is the indus-
try standard so as to maintain clean, safe, and efficient
facilities. VA also requires additional maintenance fund-
ing to allow it to begin addressing the substantial main-
tenance backlog of facility condition assessment-
identified projects.

Portions of the nonrecurringmaintenance account should
be continued to be funded outside of the Veterans Equi-
table Resource Allocation formula so that funding is al-
located to the facilities that actually have the greatest
maintenance needs.

VAmust not implement the Health Care Center Facility
model without fully addressing the many questions
raised in The Independent Budget, and VAmust explain
how the programwould meet the needs of veterans, par-
ticularly as compared to the road map the Capital Asset
Realignment for Enhanced Services laid out.

Each facility master plan should include the areas omit-
ted from CARES: long-term care, severe mental illness,
domiciliary care, and polytrauma programs as they re-
late to a particular facility.

The VA Central Office must develop a standard format
for these master plans to ensure consistency throughout
the VA health-care system.

Completed architectural master plans should be consid-
ered as VA develops future major medical construction
budget requests.

VA must continue to monitor and develop short- and
long-term plans with respect to the disposal of unneces-
sary space in nonhistoric properties that otherwise are
not suitable for medical or support functions because of
the structure’s permanent characteristics or its location.

VAmust continue tomaintain and update the space-plan-
ning criteria and the VA Space and Equipment Planning
System tool. It also must continue the process of updat-
ing the design guides to reflect current delivery models
for patient care. VAmust regularly review and update all
of these space-planning tools as needed, to reflect the
highest level of patient care delivery.

VA must evaluate the use of design-build as a method of
construction delivery to determine if design-build is an
appropriate method of project delivery for VA health-
care projects.

VA must institute a program of “lessons learned.” This
would involve revisiting past projects and determining
what worked, what could be improved, andwhat did not
work. VA should compile and use this information as a
guide to future projects. VA must regularly update this
document to include projects as they are completed.

VA must further develop a comprehensive program to
preserve and protect its inventory of historic properties.

Career and Occupational
Assistance Programs

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AND
EMPLOYMENT

The Department of Veterans Affairs needs to strengthen
its Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment (VR&E)
program to meet the demands of disabled veterans, par-
ticularly those returning from the conflicts in Afghanistan
and Iraq, by providing a more timely and effective tran-
sition into the workforce and providing placement fol-
low-up with employers for at least six months.

The VR&E Service needs to use results-based criteria to
evaluate and improve employee performance.

The VR&E Service must place higher emphasis on aca-
demic training, employment services, and independent
living to achieve the goal of rehabilitation of severely dis-
abled veterans.

The Independent Budget veterans service organizations
recommend that the Vocational Rehabilitation & Em-
ployment Service initiate a nationwide study to reveal
the reasons why veterans discontinue participation in
the VR&E program and use the information to design
interventions to reduce the probability of veterans
dropping out of the program.

Recommendations to VA
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The VR&E Service needs to report the true number of
veterans participating in the program and accurate
performance data for budgetary and other resource
decisions.

The VR&E Service must develop an aggressive out-
reach program to inform veterans of the benefit of par-
ticipating in the VR&E program.

VA needs to streamline eligibility and entitlement to
VR&E programs to provide earlier intervention and
assistance to disabled veterans.

Vocational Rehabilitation & Employment Service staff
must follow up with veterans after being referred to
other agencies for self-employment to ensure that vet-
erans’ entrepreneur opportunities have been success-
fully achieved.

The VA Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment
Service should improve its national acquisition strat-
egy to make it easier for qualified vocational rehabili-
tation providers to offer services to veterans with
disabilities.

VR&E Service staff must improve the oversight of non-
VA counselors to ensure veterans are receiving the full
array of services and programs in a timely and effective
manner.

The VR&E Service should improve case management
techniques and use state-of-the-art information tech-
nology to track the progress of veterans served outside
VR&E.

The VR&E Service should follow up with rehabilitated
veterans for at least six months to ensure that the re-
habilitation and employment placement plan has been
successful.

VA needs to utilize more effectively those resources
within the nation’s workforce development system that
focus on obtaining and maintaining gainful employ-
ment for veterans. Until such time as the Vocational
Rehabilitation & Employment Service’s resources can
accommodate the full range of services needed by vet-
erans with disabilities, better coordination with state
vocational rehabilitation programs, One-Stop Career
Centers, and private sector vocational rehabilitation
programs can help prepare veterans for interviews,
offer assistance creating résumés, and develop proven
ways of conducting job searches.

VA must help eliminate the barriers that veterans face
when trying to establish and/or maintain a veteran- or
service-disabled veteran-owned small business.

VA must expedite the overdue implementation of P.L.
109-461 so veteran entrepreneurs can receive set-aside
and sole source contracts. Further delays in approving
policy and regulation endanger the success and longevity
of recently established service-disabled veteran-owned
small businesses.

VA needs to establish a shared bonding process in con-
junction with the Small Business Administration and
provide a process to increase bonding limits upward to
$15 million, which is necessary for service-disabled vet-
erans to compete in today’s construction market. VA
should also develop a program for service-disabled vet-
erans to teach them how to prepare their companies to
overcome the obstacles that preclude them from ob-
taining surety bonding in a timely and efficient manner.

All federal agencies should be required to certify vet-
eran status and ownership through the VA’s Vendor In-
formation Page program before awarding contracts to
companies claiming to be veteran-owned or service-
disabled veteran-owned small businesses.
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Recommendations to the
Administration

Recommendations to the Administration

Benefit Programs
FINANCE ISSUES

The Administration and Congress must provide suffi-
cient funding for VA health care to ensure that all eligi-
ble veterans are able to receive VA medical services
without undue delays or restrictions. When the De-
partment of Veterans Affairs has calculated the cost to
reopen the system to all veterans, it should receive full
funding to accommodate priority group 8 veterans who
choose to use the VA system for their health-care needs.

The Office ofManagement and Budget must continue to
ensure that beneficiaries’ access to high-quality service,
benefits, and programs is paramount in all strategic
goals, objectives, and measures. Efficiency and cost-ef-
fectiveness are also appropriate goals but should be sec-
ondary to fulfillment of the mission of the agency.

Congress and the Administration must provide adequate
funding to support the Transition Assistance Program
and Disabled Transition Assistance Program managed
by the Department of Labor’s Veterans Employment and
Training Service to ensure that active duty, as well as
National Guard and reserve, service members do not fall
through the cracks while transitioning.

MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES

The President and Congress should sufficiently fund
DOD and VA health-care systems to ensure these sys-
tems adapt to meet the unique needs of the newest gen-
eration of combat service personnel and veterans and
continue to address the needs of previous generations
of veterans with post-traumatic stress disorder and
other combat-related postdeployment mental health
challenges.

SPECIALIZED SERVICES

Prosthetics and Sensory Aids

Congress must ensure that appropriations are sufficient
to meet the prosthetics needs of all disabled veterans,
including the latest advances in technology so that
funding shortfalls do not compromise other programs.

The Administration must allocate an adequate portion
of its appropriations to prosthetics to ensure that the
prosthetics and sensory aids needs of veterans with dis-
abilities are appropriately met.

VA MEDICAL AND PROSTHETIC
RESEARCH

To keep its research funding predictable and stable, the
Department of Veterans Affairs requires at least $20mil-
lion per year to account for rising biomedical research
costs. The Independent Budget veterans service organ-
izations believe an additional $45 million in FY 2010 is
needed for continued support of new research initia-
tives and to raise the restrictive cap on merit reviews.
Thus, the President and Congress should provide an in-
crease of $65 million for VA research in FY 2010, for a
total of $575 million.

In keeping with VA’s crucial need to have stable, pre-
dictable funding so that it can effectively manage criti-
cal multiyear proposals, the President and Congress
should fund the VA Medical and Prosthetic Research
Account at $596 million in FY 2011, and $617 million
in FY 2012.

�

�
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Recommendations to the Administration

CONSTRUCTION ISSUES

Congress and the Administration must ensure that there
are adequate funds for VA’s capital budget so that the
Department can properly invest in its physical assets to
protect their value and to ensure that it can continue to
provide health care in safe and functional facilities long
into the future.

To address the VA research infrastructure’s defective
funding mechanism, the IBVSOs encourage the Ad-
ministration and Congress to support a new appropri-
ations account in FY 2010 and thereafter to
independently define and separate VA research infra-
structure funding needs from those related to direct VA
medical care. This division of appropriations accounts
will empower VA to address research facility needs
without interfering with the renovation and construc-
tion of VA direct health-care infrastructure.
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Recommendations to the DOD

Recommendations to the
Department of Defense
Benefit Programs
FINANCE ISSUES

The Department of Defense and the Department of
Veterans Affairs must ensure that service members
have a seamless transition from military to civilian life.

The DOD and VA must continue to develop electronic
medical records that are interoperable and bidirec-
tional, allowing for a two-way electronic exchange of
health information and occupational and environment
exposure data. These electronic exchanges should also
include an easily transferable electronic DD214.

The DOD and VA must fully establish the Joint Inter-
agency Program Office with permanent staff and clear
lines of responsibility, and finalize the draft implemen-
tation plan with set milestones and timelines for defin-
ing requirements to support interoperable health
records.

VA and the DODmust outline the requirements for as-
signing new or additional federal recovery coordina-
tors to military treatment facilities caring for severely
injured service members in concert with tracking work-
load, geographic distribution, and the complexity and
acuity of injured service members’ medical conditions.

Severely injured service members and veterans receiv-
ing treatment from the DOD and VA must have a clear
plan of rehabilitation and the necessary resources to
accomplish its goals.

VA and the DOD should make changes to the Disabil-
ity Evaluation System Pilot Project to meet the needs and
protect the rights of severely injured service members.

A task force, composed of experts from the Veterans
Benefits Administration, Veterans Health Administra-
tion mental health staff, veterans service organizations,
and disabled veterans, should be assembled to explore
potential barriers and disincentives to mental health
care and the VA disability compensation system.

VA and the DOD should track and publicly report per-
formance measures relevant to their mental health and
substance use disorder programs. VA should focus in-
tensive efforts to improve and increase early interven-
tion and the prevention of substance abuse in the
veteran population.

The VA Advisory Committee on the Care of Veterans
with Serious Mental Illness should be redesignated as
a secretarial-level committee on mental health, armed
with independent reporting responsibility to Congress.

VA and the DOD must ensure that veterans and serv-
ice members receive adequate screening for mental
health needs. When problems are identified with
screening, providers should use nonstigmatizing
approaches to enroll them in early treatment in order
to mitigate the development of chronic illness and
disability.

VA should invest in research on effective stigma re-
duction, readjustment, prevention, and treatment of
acute post-traumatic stress disorder in combat veter-
ans; increase its funding for evidence-based PTSD
treatment programs; and conduct translational re-
search on how best to disseminate this state-of-the-art
care across the system. VA should conduct an assess-
ment of the current availability of evidence-based care,
including for PTSD, identify shortfalls by site of care,
and calculate the resources necessary to provide uni-
versal access to evidence-based care.

VA should conduct an assessment of the current avail-
ability of evidence-based care for PTSD, identify short-
falls by site of care, and calculate the resources
necessary to provide universal access to these special-
ized treatments.
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Recommendations to the DOD

OEF/OIF ISSUES

The Departments of Defense and Veterans Affairs must
invest in research for individuals who suffer from post-
deploymentmental health challenges and traumatic brain
injury (TBI), to close information gaps and plan more ef-
fectively. Both agencies should conduct more research
into the consequences of TBI and develop best practices
in its screening, diagnosis, and treatment.

VA should work more effectively with the DOD to es-
tablish a seamless transition of early intervention services
to obtain effective treatments for war-related mental
health problems, including substance-use disorders, in re-
turning service members.

The DOD andVAmust increase the number of providers
who are trained and certified to deliver evidenced-based
care for postcombat post-traumatic stress disorder and
major depression.

The DOD and VA should increase outreach efforts to in-
clude Internet options and amend current policies to en-
courage service members and veterans to seek the care
they need without fear of stigma.

VA should promote and expand programs for the care
and treatment of the unique needs of women veterans
with a focus on women who have served in Operations
Enduring and Iraqi Freedom.

TheDODandVA should align policies and procedures to
maximize information sharing while protecting the pri-
vacy and confidentiality of servicemembers’ and veterans’
health records.

The DOD should declassify information on military
occupational exposures, especially those experienced
during combat deployments. The DOD should imme-
diately release data on blast events and injuries that
could result in TBI.

In implementing DOD/VA Vision Centers of Excellence
and the joint eye trauma registry created by the Na-
tional Defense Authorization Act of 2008, the Depart-
ment of Defense and VA must ensure electronic
exchange of essential information between all eye care
professionals in order to establish a seamless transition
of eye care and improve long-term outcomes through
vision research. As it included in FY 2009 MILCON-
VA appropriations to establish this registry, Congress
should again provide $2 million for FY 2010 to com-
plete this eye trauma registry.

In implementing DOD/VA Vision Centers of Excellence
and the joint eye trauma registry created by the Na-
tional Defense Authorization Act of 2008, the Depart-
ment of Defense and VA must ensure electronic
exchange of essential information between all eye care
professionals in order to establish a seamless transition
of eye care and improve long-term outcomes through
vision research.
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